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A Letter from Mayor Vinis
“Think globally, act locally.” Eugeneans have a
long tradition of pursuing our vision as a just,
sustainable, welcoming home of opportunity. We
practice this perspective from the ground up; building
local actions that will not only improve our lives,
but model solutions for other communities. This plan
summarizes Eugene’s work to fulfill its commitment to
reducing our use of fossil fuels and greenhouse gas
emissions, and outlines the hard choices ahead that
are needed to address climate change.
When we passed the Climate Recovery Ordinance in
2014, Eugene was one of the first cities in the US to
put its climate goals into city code. The CRO calls
on us to meet two community goals: 1) to reduce our
fossil fuel use by 50% by 2030 compared to our 2010
usage; and 2) to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions
by 7.6% annually.
Under the Climate Action Plan 2.0, the City leads by
example, committing to reducing the organization’s
carbon footprint. The City and community partners
are stepping up to take a leadership role as we work
to achieve our community climate goals. The Eugene
Climate Collaborative’s commitments include providing
effective and clean transportation options, clean
energy, reducing waste, and promoting a circular
economy together. The recommendations from the
CAP2.0 Equity Panel’s recommendations reframe our
climate conversation to address those most vulnerable
to climate change in our community. The CAP2.0 is
a pathway not only to address climate change, but
to create a better, more equitable, more livable
community for everyone.
How we choose to approach this existential challenge
is pivotal. This plan makes it clear that we will not
meet our goals if we proceed on our current path.
Facing such a crisis is sobering, and basing our
actions on a realistic understanding of outcomes is
essential to our success. This planning effort shows
the importance of working with our community partners
to find new ways to come together and leverage our
collective strength.
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CAP2.0 SECTION 1

1 : Introduction
Climate change is here, and its impacts will continue to intensify as
our planet’s temperature rises. This verdict is echoed in the 2018
UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report,
the Fourth National Climate Assessment Report Volume II, and
many other sources providing the same a clear message. The
urgency of the climate crisis requires a new kind of focus. This plan,
Eugene’s Community Climate Action Plan 2.0 (CAP2.0), continues the
momentum created by Eugene’s Climate Recovery Ordinance (CRO)
by identifying research-based actions that will help the community
reach its climate goals most quickly. The Plan was created through a
data-driven process that engaged people and organizations in new
ways that reflect the urgency of the issue. The CAP2.0 captures the
actions our community has committed to implementing, evaluates
how close the community will be to reaching the CRO goals, and
identifies additional high impact practices that will move us even
closer to achieving those goals.
The Eugene City Council passed
the Climate Recovery Ordinance
(CRO) in 2014, making a bold
statement by setting ambitious
climate goals and incorporating
them into Eugene City Code.
These goals include a sciencebased projection that returning
to 350ppm CO2e will limit the
earth’s warming to 1oC. This
plan, Eugene’s Community
Climate Action Plan 2.0, is an
update to Eugene’s 2010

Community Climate and
Energy Action Plan and serves
as Eugene’s climate action
roadmap. The Plan format
is different from the 2010
CEAP, focusing on actions that
community partners have
committed to working on
and clearly identifying other
high impact actions that the
community will need to
find additional resources to
complete.
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This is a data-driven plan,
focused on identifying and
measuring the greenhouse
gas emissions (emissions) and
fossil reduction impacts of the
actions our community is ready
to take and understanding what
additional actions are needed
to help us reach our goals
most quickly. About 1.1 Million
MTCO2e of greenhouse gas
emissions are emitted in Eugene
annually. Eugene Climate
Collaborative Partners (ECC
Partners) are prepared to take
actions to significantly reduce
those emissions, but more action
is needed to achieve our CRO
goals.

This is a community capacitybuilding plan, focused on
engaging community partners in
new ways. The CAP2.0 planning
process brought together
utilities, local government
entities, educational institutions,
the Chamber of Commerce, and
other systems-level organizations
that have significant oversight
and impact on community-wide
fossil fuel use and emissions,
or have the ability to affect or
alter systems that will enable the
community to adapt and prepare
for climate change. In addition,
the Equity Panel, which brought
together representatives from
six organizations that work with
marginalized communities, made
recommendations and
provided input on specific policy.

This is a mitigation and
a resiliency plan, focused
on understanding how our
community can reduce emissions
and continue to work together
to prepare for the impacts of a
changing climate. Eugeneans
already experience the impacts
of climate change annually
through increased heat and
wildfire smoke in the summer
and more frequent and severe
winter storms. Eugene’s climate
is projected to be comparable to
that of Chino, California, by 2100.
This plan brings together the
community’s plans and actions
for both acute and chronic
challenges and changes that are
due to climate change.
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The Climate Recovery Ordinance
The Eugene City Council passed the Climate Recovery Ordinance (CRO)
in 2014 and updated the ordinance in 2016 with a community-wide
greenhouse gas emissions goal. The four climate goals in the CRO are:
1. By the year 2020, all city-owned facilities and city operations shall be
carbon neutral, either by reducing greenhouse gas emissions to zero, or, if
necessary, by funding of verifiable local greenhouse gas reduction projects
and programs or the purchase of verifiable carbon offsets for any remaining
greenhouse gas emissions.
2. By the year 2030, the city organization shall reduce its use of fossil fuels
by 50% compared to 2010 usage.
3. By the year 2030, all businesses, individuals, and others living or working
in the city collectively shall reduce the total (not per capita) use of fossil fuels
by 50% compared to 2010 usage.
4. By the year 2100, total community greenhouse gas emissions shall be
average share of a global atmospheric greenhouse gas level of 350ppm,
which is estimated in 2016 to require an annual average emission reduction
level of 7.6%.
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Developing the Plan
The CAP2.0 process spanned three years, beginning with visioning
for the project in 2017 and ending in 2019 with City Council
endorsing the Plan.

Mayor’s Work Group

The CAP2.0 project plan was
developed in consultation with
the Mayor’s Ad Hoc Climate
Recovery Ordinance Work
Group in 2017. The Work Group
set a vision for the CAP2.0 to
be the roadmap of actions the
community will take over the
next 5-10 years to help Eugene
reach the community climate
goals in the CRO.

ECC Partners

The CAP2.0 focuses on
engagement with systems-level
actors, or the Eugene Climate
Collaborative Partners (ECC
Partners). By starting with the

ECC Partners, the CAP2.0 lays
the foundation to make it easier
for everyone – individuals,
households, businesses, and
other organizations – to take
actions that support the CRO
goals. ECC Partner staff met
three times across six topic
areas to share analysis, learn
about ECC Partner organization
efforts, and share feedback from
community outreach processes.
Approximately 60 individuals
from ECC Partners and the public
attended each round of meetings
Eugene Climate Collaborative
ECC Partners are specifically
defined as organizations who
have significant oversight and

Eugene
Climate
Collaborative
ECC Partners are specifically
defined as organizations who
have significant oversight and
impact on community-wide
fossil fuel use and emissions,
or have the ability to affect or
alter systems that will enable
the community to adapt and
prepare for climate change.

impact on community-wide
fossil fuel use and emissions,
or have the ability to affect or
alter systems that will enable the
community to adapt and prepare
for climate change.
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Timeline
CRO
Updated

2016

Project
Kickoff

Mayors CRO Ad Hoc
Work Group Meets

2017

2018

Meeting with ECC Members
Public Outreach
CAP 2.0 Equity Panel Meetings

City Council Considers Additional S
Continued Collaboration

Equity Panel
NAACP Eugene Springfield
FOOD for Lane County
Huerto de la Familia
Lane Independent Living 		
Alliance
NAMI Lane County
Sapsik’wałá Program at UO
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Equity Panel

National research and local
experience have shown that the
impacts of climate change tend
to disproportionately impact
marginalized communities, such
as communities of color, the
elderly, low-income communities
and people experiencing
disabilities. To help address
this disparity within Eugene,
the City convened the Equity
Panel to elevate the concerns of
marginalized communities
Six local organizations
participated in the Equity Panel,

which met about 10 times
between January and June 2019.
The City received applications
from a variety of groups across
the community, which helped
ensure the creation of a strong
and broadly representative final
panel. Each organization on the
panel received a $3,000 grant
to support their work on the
project.

Community Outreach

The City conducted outreach
throughout the CAP2.0 process
in addition to the ECC partner
engagement. In fall 2018, the

The impacts
of climate

change tend to

CAP2.0
Completed

disproportionately
impact

2019

2020

marginalized

communities.

Starategies
to Reach CRO Goals
project team held two open
houses and participated in the
City’s Project Planning Fair,
Making It Happen, to share
the planning process with the
community. In summer 2019,
the project team participated in
the City’s Party in the Park series
promoting individual actions that
have the most impact on ghg
reduction. One additional round
of outreach is planned for fall
2020 with the release of the draft
CAP2.0 document.

Additional Strategies

A collection of potential high
impact actions, based on best
practices and scientific literature,
were analyzed to determine
the additional local emission
reduction potential.
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DRY

yy Average summer
increase of 10°F -12°F
by 2100
yy Wildfire surface area
increasing by 400-500%
by 2040
yy Reduced stream flow
by 40-60% in summer
due to reduced
snowmelt by 2040

WET

OTHER

yy Annual precipitation
unchanged

yy Changes in disease
patterns

yy Snowpack in the
Cascades nearly gone
by 2040

yy Population changes
and climate migration

yy Rain flows in streams
in near real time

yy Conversion of
subalpine forest to
other vegetation types
by 2080

CAP2.0 SECTION 2

2 : The Future Local
Impacts of Climate
Change
Eugene is already experiencing the impacts of climate change with
hotter temperatures, drought, wildfire smoke, and less mountain
snow. Climate studies by Oregon State University’s Climate Impacts
Research Consortium (formerly known as Oregon Climate Change
Research Institute) and Oregon Health Authority outline what
Eugeneans should expect to see in the future. Dry months will be
hotter and drier with increased wildfires, and wet months will have
more rain and flooding with less snowpack. Weather will be more
extreme overall, and as the climate and environment changes
populations will increase in areas like ours as people move north and
inland to milder conditions.
According to Climate Central,
the Eugene area can expect that
average summer temperatures
to increase from 79°F to be
comparable to Chino, California
(near Los Angeles) with an
average summer temperature
of 88.9°F by 2100. By 2040, the
region should anticipate a 400500% increase in the number
of acres burned annually and
summer flows in the Willamette
River and other waterways
reduced by 40-60%.
Temperatures will be 3-5°F
higher on average during the wet
season by 2100, causing
For more information see Appendix 1

precipitation to fall as rain
instead of snow more often.
Snowpack in the Cascades is
expected to be non-existent by
2050, removing a major regional
water storage mechanism. Rain
will flow into streams in real time,
leaving the area more vulnerable
to flooding.
Other expected changes include
new disease patterns, population
growth due to the relatively mild
climate of this area compared
to other places in the world, and
the conversion of our forests to
types of vegetation compatible
with the warmer climate.
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One goal of the CAP2.0 process was to recognize what additional
actions would be needed to reach the CRO emission goals after
evaluating the actions that have already been committed to being
implemented. To accomplish this goal the CAP2.0 process focused
on understanding what actions the ECC Partners had committed to
completing over the next 5-10 years, measuring the impact of those
actions, and comparing that analysis to the CRO emission goals.
Further detail on the ECC Partner actions can be found in Sections 5
and 6 and in Appendix 3.
Figure 1 shows multiple ways
Eugene tracks progress towards
the CRO goals. The smallest
circle shows Eugene’s fossil fuel
use. The middle circle shows
Eugene’s sector-based inventory
– a method that measures locally
produced emissions using a
sector-based inventory. This
circle encompasses fossil fuel use
because all emissions emitted
from fossil fuels in Eugene

contribute to local emissions.
The largest circle shows Eugene’s
consumption-based inventory.
This method accounts for
locally produced emissions and
emissions created somewhere
else in order to produce goods
and services consumed locally.
This circle includes all emissions
from fossil fuel use and other
sources of local emissions.

Figure 1

Note: In a consumption-based inventory,
a fraction of sector-based emissions is
excluded to account for local production
exported to other communities.
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CAP2.0 SECTION 3

3 : A data-driven
roadmap for climate
action

What is a MTCO2e?

CO2 is a gas. All gases have weight and take up space.
A metric ton of CO2 would occupy the same space as
a typical 1,200 square foot ranch style house to the
height of 13 feet.

Figure 2: Sector-based (local) emissions and existing policy
waterfall graph
Emissions produced locally each year are forecasted to reach 1.15 Million
MTCO2e by 2030 if the community continues its current trajectory.

Figure 2
illustrates that
ECC Partner
actions will
lead to local
reductions of
about 320,000
MTCO2e.

How to Read Waterfall Graphs
•

Figure 2 and 3 shows Eugene’s GHG Reduction
Forecast for local sector-based GHGs emissions.
The y-axis minimum is set equal to the CRO
GHG 2030 Goal. The first bar (grey) shows 2017
community emissions (MT CO2e).

•

The second bar (blue) shows the increase of
emissions based on a ‘Business as Usual’ (BAU)
forecast of GHGs between 2018 and 2030, which
represents the emissions effect of community
population growth.

•

The third bar (grey) shows 2030 forecast
emissions assuming 2017 GHG rates and
additional population.

•

The fourth bar (orange) shows the expected
GHG reductions from actions identified through
the CAP2.0 process.

•

The fifth bar (grey) shows the forecast of GHGs
in 2030 post CAP2.0 implementation of existing
policies.
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Using a consumption-based inventory
method emissions created to produce, use,
and dispose of all the goods and services
consumed by people who live in Eugene are
counted, even if they are produced outside the
City boundaries (imported + local emissions).

Figure 3: Consumption-based emissions and existing policy forecast
waterfall graph
Emissions are forecasted to reach 3.13 Million MTCO2e by 2030 if
the community continues with its current growth and consumption patterns.
For more details on the calculations and assumptions on figures 2 and 3
please see Appendix 1.

For details see Eugene’s 2017 Community GHG Inventory - Appendix 6.
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Figure 3 illustrates that
ECC Partner actions will
lead to local reductions of
about 700,000 MTCO2e.

Eugene’s greenhouse gas emissions
ELECTRICITY

NATURAL
GAS

12%

ENERGY USED
IN BUILDINGS

GASOLINE

DIESEL

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS

FOOD

19%
TRANSPORTATION
FUELS

ELECTRONICS

69%
CONSUMPTION

Percentages correspond to the proportion of greenhouse gas emissions in each category

1

2

3

This bucket contains the
emissions associated primarily
with electricity and natural gas
used to heat and cool our homes,
businesses, and stores in Eugene.

This bucket contains emissions
primarily from the combustion of
gasoline and diesel fuels used in
vehicles in Eugene.

emissions that come from
the manufacturing and
transportation of goods and
services to Eugene, and the
emissions from disposing of
goods once they have been used.

Community emissions can be modeled using three “buckets” to represent the primary sources: energy
used in buildings, transportation fuels, and consumption.

Energy Used
in Buildings:

Transportation Consumption:
This bucket contains all the
Fuels:

Local policy can have the most impact on transportation fuels and energy used in buildings. While
local actions can reduce emissions from the consumption bucket, actions are needed from all levels of
government and other sectors to make substantial reductions. The strategics described in the remainder
of this document are related to local emissions.
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The City of Eugene and other ECC partners have a long record of
addressing climate change. This section summarizes ECC partner
commitments and shares additional recommendations from the
Equity Panel and from research on high impact practices that will
reduce emissions.
To provide clarity on the
timing and level of community
commitment, the information
in this section is organized into
three categories: current actions,
commitments for future action,
and equity recommendations
Current Actions:
These are actions the ECC
Partners are already doing that
will contribute to achieving the

CRO goals or help the community
prepare for climate change.
Commitments for Future Action:
These are commitments from
ECC Partners for actions that will
occur over the next 5-10 years.
Equity Recommendations: These
are recommendations from the
CAP2.0 Equity Panel.

For more detail see Appendix 3 and 4.

Acronym Guide
ASL
American Sign Language
CAP Climate Action Plan
COE City of Eugene
CRO City of Eugene Climate Recovery Ordinance
DEQ Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
ECC Eugene Climate Collaborative
EV
Electric Vehicle
EWEB Eugene Water and Electric Board
GHG Green house gas
HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
ICAP City of Eugene Internal Climate Action Plan
LCC Lane Community College
LLS
Large Lever Shareholder (now ECC)
LTD Lane Transit District
MTCO2e Metric Ton of Carbon Dioxide equivalent
MWMC Metropolitan Wastewater Management Commission
NWN Northwest Natural
TSP
Transportation System Plan
UO
University of Oregon
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CAP2.0 SECTION 4

4 : Focus on Action

ELECTRICITY

NATURAL
GAS

Commitments for Future
Actions
Action B6 State of Oregon
building code updates to Energy
Zero Energy Ready Standard
Action B7 Northwest Natural
future energy conservation
ActionB8 COE implementing
facilities updates including
conservation and efficiency
improvements
Action B9 EWEB working with
community partners to support
building upgrades with incentives
for smart electrification and
energy efficiency.

12%
Energy Used in Buildings
Energy used in buildings is the smallest local emissions bucket.
Within this bucket, the majority of the emissions from natural gas
use; the remainder comes from electrical and other fuel sources.
As the number of natural gas customers continues to increase,
Northwest Natural is actively exploring ways to reduce emissions
from their product with investments in bio-natural gas and
conservation. Electricity emissions continue to decrease due to
EWEB’s conservation efforts and continued supply of clean electricity.

Current Actions
Action B1 EWEB has adopted
emission reduction goals and
serves load growth through
conservation
Action B2 Northwest Natural
Smart Energy Program
Action B3 Advanced metering
offered by EWEB

Action B4 Student and
Community Outreach for
Renter Efficiency Program
(SCORE) in partnership with
COE, EWEB, and UO.
Action B5 Bethel School
District school bond building
updates and solar panels

Action B10 4J school bond
upgrade to building efficiency
Action B11 Lane Community
College and University of Oregon
Climate Action Plan updates
calling for increased building
efficiency

Equity Recommendations
Action B12 Incentives and
education for people to create
rain and stormwater gardens at
home
Action B13 Provide education
about the climate impacts of
having a large, single family
home. Land use policies that
encourage density and smaller,
multifamily homes result in
lower emissions and should be
encouraged
Action B14 City land use
policies should encourage
higher density land use. Higher
density housing results in more
walkable, rideable, or roll-able
communities
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GASOLINE

DIESEL

Strategies for Future
Reductions
Action T9 COE, EWEB, LTD, UO,
and other community partners
implementing an EV strategy.
Action T10 LTD Moving Ahead
and Transit Tomorrow projects
Action T11 State of Oregon
legislation requiring and
incentivizing electric vehicle
adoption
Action T12 4J and Bethel School
districts investments in higher
efficiency buses

19%
Transportation Fuels
Transportation is the second-largest of the local emissions buckets.
Transportation fuels emissions are primarily from the local
combustion of gasoline and diesel fuels used in vehicles. High impact
practices in this bucket include fully implementing the Transportation
System Plan and increasing the use of electric vehicles.

Strategies in Action
Action T1 TSP, including
investments in active transit and
electric vehicle infrastructure
Action T2 rEV-Up partnership
with EWEB, UO, and COE to
increase EV use
Action T3 Safe Routes to Schools
program offered at Bethel and 4J
School Districts
Action T4 LTD electrification of
bus fleet
Action T5 PeaceHealth Rides
bike share program

Action T6 State of Oregon
Clean Fuels Program
Action T7 LTD supporting
commuting options with
low-income, student, and
group transit passes, touch
pass program, Point2Point
program, transit host
program, the Get There
Challenge, and EmGo—
Mobility on Demand, a
partnership with EWEB and
COE.
Action T8 EWEB EV charging
infrastructure incentives for
residential and commercial
customers.

Action T13 COE, LCC, UO, Lane
County, and EWEB investments in
fuel efficient motor pools
Action T14 Envision Eugene
plans for increased housing
density along transportation
corridors and increased housing
density due to the passage of HB
2001.

Equity Actions
Action T15 Subsidies for Ride
Source transportation; provide
bike, electric bikes and electric
vehicles on loan station.
Action T16 Public campaign
on racism, homophobia,
sexual violence, ableism in
public transportation and bus
stations to foster a better social
climate for all to use public
transportation.
Action T17 Government
subsidies and no-interest loans
for electric bikes and electric
vehicles, especially for lowincome people and people with
disabilities.
ActionT18 Sufficient solarpowered lighting for bike paths.
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FOOD

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS

ELECTRONICS

Strategies for Future
Reductions
Action C7 Lane County plans to
convene community partners
to explore options related to
the development of a waste
processing facility to divert
organics from the waste stream
toward an anaerobic digestion/
biogas facility
Action C8 Lane County Waste
Management 63% diversion rate
goal

Consumption

69%

While the ECC partners have control over local energy and
transportation emissions, they have less control over emissions
associated with consumption. Despite this, it is important to
discuss what actions the community is taking to reduce Eugene’s
consumption emissions. These emissions are produced around
the world due to the community’s consumption of goods and
services like cars, food, fuel, appliances, and clothing, many of which
are produced in other states or overseas. These actions address
emissions created from producing, using, and disposing of a product.

Strategies in Action
Action C1 Love Food Not Waste
commercial and curbside food
waste collection program.

Action C4 Lane County
Waste Management
program provides multiple
recycling options

Action C2 Fix It Fairs help
consumers repair goods and
instruct participants how to make
their own repairs

Action C5 COE evaluates
Capital Improvement
Program on the potential
emission impacts of each
future investment

Action C3 Green Infrastructure
in COE Parks and Open Space
allows natural storm water
treatment

Action C6 COE has adopted
using warm-mix asphalt, a
low-carbon alternative that
has become the default
asphalt sold in the region.

Action C9 4J and Bethel School
districts increase composting and
sourcing food locally
Action C10 LCC and UO
investigating improving materials
management system
Action C11 PeaceHealth
updating food service
requirements at all facilities

Equity Actions
Action C12 Stakeholders offer
incentives for employees to
attend workshops on waste
management, composting,
energy use, climate change,
gardening, transportation,
carpooling.
According to Oregon DEQ as
household income level goes
up, so does per-household
emissions. Households earning
more than $100K a year are
responsible for more than
two times the emissions of
households earning less than
$50K a year. As household
income increases, so do the
consumption based emissions.
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The community will continue to create emissions from consumption,
energy used in buildings, and from transportation fuels. These
emissions, in addition to all the other ghg emissions world-wide, will
result in further climate change. This section focuses on how our
community will become more resilient to the rising temperatures,
reduced snowpack, increased wildfire and related smoke events, and
increased variability in the weather.
National research and local experience have shown that the effects
of climate change tend to disproportionately impact marginalized
communities such as communities of color, the elderly, low-income
communities, and people experiencing disabilities. Resilience to
climate change was the greatest area of concern for the Equity Panel
and resulted in the most recommendations.
The City of Eugene and its ECC Partners have already put in place
many effective strategies to become more resilient to the changing
climate. The actions that the ECC has committed to implementing will
increase the resilience and adaptability of all people living in Eugene,
continuing efforts to create a more equitable, livable community into
the future.

Strategies in Action
Action R1 Bethel and 4J School
Districts promoting local food
sourcing
Action R2 Lane County Public
Health infectious disease
surveillance and response
Action R3 EWEB providing
emergency water stations at
various schools and public
spaces around the region
Action R4 City of Eugene
Natural Hazard Mitigation
Plan

Action R5 City of Eugene
implementing the
Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan
Action R6 MWMC partnership
with EWEB in Pure Water
Partners program.
Action R7 University of
Oregon’s Partnership for
Disaster Resilience research
Action R8 EWEB and
Northwest Natural limited
income assistance programs
and energy conservation
education programs
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CEAP2.0 SECTION 5

5 : Resilience – Health,
Emergency and
Natural Resources

Future Strategies for
Adaptation
Action R9 Investigate need and
plan for community cooling
centers and/or smoke refuge
centers
Action R10 COE developing
a water conservation and
drought management plan
and implementing Salmon Safe
Certification recommendations
Action R11 LCC improving
outdoor classrooms and using
the forest and surrounding
wetlands as education center
Action R12 Lane County reviving
Firewise Incentive Program or a
similar program
Action R13 MWMC using
recycled water in urban tree
watering and fire training
facilities
Action R14 PeaceHealth
providing Incident command
System training sessions

Action R15 Lane County
adjusting the floodplain
management program to reflect
changes in climate and effects of
flooding

Equity Concerns
These are recommendations
from the CAP2.0 Equity Panel;
they will be discussed with the
ECC Partners in the future.

Access to Electricity
Action R16 Cooling stations and
charging stations for unhoused
people and people who need
electricity to operate health
care and disability-related
equipment, as well as people
with conditions such as multiple
sclerosis and nerve disorders.
Action R17 Ensure that people
who need power wheelchairs
for mobility, refrigeration of
medicines, hearing aids, and/
or screen reading software have
access to electricity if the power
grid is compromised.

Fire Health and Safety

Triple Bottom Line
Actions (TBLs) are
actions or strategies
that ECC members
have or will take
that may not
significantly reduce
emissions but have
a lasting impact on
the sustainability of
Eugene.
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Action R18 COE starts preparing
itself for emergencies by
considering how low-income
communities will not be able to
pay for unexpected emergency
services such as private fire
fighters if local fire stations
are not prepared for increased
summer fires.
Action R19 Emergency stations
well distributed where food,
water and medical equipment
will be accessible.
Action R20 As heat and fires
increase, provide access to

asthma and other lung related
medicines for people with
compromised lungs.
Action R21 Put in place fire and
flooding drills in schools.

Mental and Public Health
Action R22 Trauma-informed
Training for first responders
in an emergency, as well as
training on supporting people
on the autism spectrum and
mental health diagnoses, such
as PTSD, chronic anxiety, chronic
depression, panic attacks, etc.
Action R23 Train first
responders on how to address
concerns of communities who
have been negatively targeted
by police and other government
agencies historically, such
as migrants, Black, Native,
Pacific Islander, low income,
undocumented, unhoused,
LGBTQ+ communities. First
responders must have protocols
to name and address people’s
fears with respect to the state
in order to be effective in an
emergency.
Action R24 Provide incentives
for Psychological First Aid
trainings for first responders
and other public officials
mindful of deploying them
for natural disasters. Ask CAP
stakeholders, such as the
universities, to provide trainings
for their employees and general
public.
Action R25 Support and foster
accessible mental health
services for underserved
communities.

Food and Shelter
Action R26 Establish a
citywide protocol to support
organizations that deliver food
to low income communities in
an emergency, such as snow
storm. Make sure food supplies
are accessible to those who
need it most.
Action R27 Edible forests in
public areas with droughtresistant Native plants.
Action R28 Ensure survival of
Native food sources.
Action R29 Rain and
Stormwater gardens in public
areas and stakeholders lands.

Action R30 EWEB funds garden
education to underserved
communities with a focus on
water conservation.

Communication
Action R31 Train multilingual
first responders. Have
information available in multiple
languages, including Spanish,
Mandarin, ASL, and other
pertinent languages in the city.
Action R32 In the event of an
emergency, activate a network
of community advocates to
share information within
underserved communities.

Action R33 Create a confidential
list that lets first responders
know which households
must be contacted or visited
during an emergency because
inhabitants’ health and capacity
to receive information has been
compromised due to failed
power grid.

Transit
Action R34 In the case of an
evacuation, develop protocol to
move and support all those who
are dependent on public transit,
have limited mobility, and do not
have driver licenses.
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CAP2.0 SECTION 6

6 : Further Equity Panel
Recommendations
The Climate Action Plan 2.0 Equity Panel had specific
recommendations regarding outreach and education. Panel
members agreed there is a need for better understanding about
individual actions and the impacts they have on climate change. The
following is a list of recommendations the panel had for the ECC
Partners.
Action E1 Engage Tribal
Traditional Ecological Knowledge
in decision-making about land
and water use.
Action E2 Creation of a standing
Climate Change Equity Advisory
Committee that consults the
people they represent when
policies on climate change
come up in COE. Remuneration
provided for time commitment.
Action E3 Host public hearings in
multiple locations that increase
access to information to working
peoples.
Action E4 Create a database of
networks and information for
appropriate inclusive outreach.
Action E5 Create climate change
education for public schools on
mitigation and adaptation.

Action E6 Award and monetary
incentive for organizations
working primarily with low
income communities, migrants,
communities of color, and people
with disabilities on mitigation and
adaptation to climate change.
Action E7 City partnerships with
those organizations on specific
projects. For instance, making
city land accessible for migrant
garden education.
Action E8 City hire and train
advocates and leaders in
underserved communities who
serve as ambassadors that
provide education on the city’s
decision-making processes, how
to provide input to or make
demands of city council, climate
change and related practices
at the individual and collective
levels.

Action E9 City dedicates a staff
person (with training and
community-based experience
and connections) to build trust
with members of vulnerable
communities on issues of climate
change-not relying on small,
under-staffed and underfunded
organizations to do outreach
work for the city; and/or increase
capacity of organizations to
do the outreach work through
allocated funding.
Action E10 Since Neighborhood
Associations are often spaces
where people of color and
low-income people do not feel
welcomed, foster other avenues
for community involvement.
For instance, provide capacity
building to empower community
advocates from underserved
communities to represent the
needs of their communities in
political processes and lead
community-based emergency
response. Activate schools as
meeting sites in an emergency or
a place to share information with
community members.
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CAP2.0 SECTION 7

7 : Eugene’s Climate
Journey

Eugene’s Climate Journey spans decades and includes a long legacy
of clean electricity and conservation, transit and active transportation
investments, and a culture that values preserving the community’s
rich natural environment. This legacy of community leadership
provides a strong foundation for the difficult work ahead as we work
together to meet our community climate goals.
Reaching the Climate Recovery Ordinance 2030 local emissions goal
will require a 790,000 MTCO2e reduction. It’s going to take action
from multiple sources to meet those goals.
City of Eugene Actions: The City of Eugene formally began its Climate
Journey about a decade ago, with the completion of its first internal
and community climate plans. The CAP2.0 marks another milestone
and reflects a continued commitment to create a community that will
create a sustainable future for people who live here both now and in
the future. Moving forward the City will continue to lead by example,
implementing its Internal Climate Action Plan and also working with
community partners to implement projects with community-wide
impact.
Eugene Climate Collaborative Actions: Through the work of the
CAP2.0 process the community has learned that the last ten years
have been successful in that the distance to our destination,
achieving the CRO goals, is getting shorter. Over the next 5-10 years,
the ECC partners will implement actions that are forecasted to help
the community move 40 percent of the way towards our goals. The
City and other community actors continue to look for additional
actions. That work is highlighted in Appendix 6. In addition, the ECC
partners will continue to work together to identify steps to make the
community more resilient to the impacts of climate change.
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State and Federal Actions: The community will need support from the state and federal and government
and from other international actors. From putting a price on carbon, to fuel economy standards, to
implementing the United Nations Paris Agreement on climate change, some of the most impactful
actions can be taken at these levels of government.

Next Steps in Eugene’s Journey
Eugene’s CAP2.0 is a both a plan and a playbook for Eugene’s Climate Journey. A plan implies certainty
and a clear path forward. The CAP2.0 is like a plan in that it sets a destination with aggressive
goals, data to help the community understand the path ahead, and a set of realistic actions that our
community is prepared to act on. The City’s commitment to continue to take aggressive data driven
action in partnership with the community will not change. A playbook implies a willingness to look for
prospects, stay nimble, and adapt based on the new opportunities. Technologies will develop, new
partnerships will form, and existing partnerships will find new paths forward. The CAP2.0 reflects the
community’s willingness to invest in reaching the goals of its climate journey while acknowledging that it
will require flexibility, innovation, and dedication to reach the destination.

ICAP

STATE
FEDERAL
ACTION

ECC

Internal City of Eugene
Actions

Eugene Climate
Collaborative Actions

The City of Eugene completed
Internal Climate Action Plans for
the two primary ghg sources:
the building facilities the City
owns and operates and the fleet
of cars and trucks associated
with City activities, with an
emphasis on the Fire Department
fleet. The internal
plans included strategies such
as improved weatherization and
HVAC systems in facilities, use of
hybrid or electric vehicles when
possible, and renewable diesel
for heavy machinery. While the
City’s emissions account for less
than 1% of overall emissions,
the City is committed to doing its
part to help the community reach
its goals.

The ECC partner actions over the
next 5-10 years account for 40%
of the reductions needed to meet
the CRO goals. Sharing these
actions has already inspired ECC
partners to look for additional
ways to further reduce their
emissions and fossil fuel use.
The ECC will continue meeting
to share ideas and find other
ways of collaborating to reduce
emissions.

2030
Goal:

State and Federal Action
Action at state and federal levels
have a significant impact on
emissions at the local level. The
2019 Oregon State Legislature
passed bills related to climate
action such as increased housing
density and increased adoption
of electric vehicles.
Federal actions like pulling out of
The United Nations Paris
Agreement on climate change
and rolling back the Corporate
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)
Standards will have significant
impacts, likely leading to
increased emissions.

790,000 MT CO2e
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The impacts of the higher education system far reaching and vital
to Eugene’s future. Each year thousands of students take part in
learning about and performing research to mitigate the impacts of
climate change at the University of Oregon and Lane Community
College. The impacts on emission reduction are difficult to quantify
but are one of the greatest contributions to the community’s efforts
to address emissions, equity, and adaptation. This section highlights
some of the people and programs at these two institutions.
Lane Community College –
Ongoing Climate Action and
Education
Sustainability Coordinator –
Associate of Applied Science
The Sustainability Coordinator
Associate of Applied Science
Program is an interdisciplinary
degree that provides careertechnical training for emerging
sustainability professionals,
the first program of its kind in
the nation. Unlike traditional,
discipline-specific degrees, this
degree draws its interconnected
content from across the
curriculum. Students build
sustainability knowledge and
professional skills through a
diverse program of courses and
internships.
Knowledge and skills include
science and systems thinking
including ecology, atmospheric
science, and climate change;
social and political science
including health, environmental
economics, and social
movements; technical knowledge
including recycling and green
buildings; communication skills
including writing, speaking,
and consensus-building; and
administrative skills

including data collection and
report writing.
Energy Management –
Associate of Applied Science
(Online)

The Energy Management
Associate of Applied Science
program prepares students in
the strategic evaluation of energy
use for commercial facilities.
Lane Community College was
the first in the United States to
offer a college degree in Energy
Management.
Water Conservation Technician
– Associate of Applied Science
(Online)

The Water Conservation
Technician Associate of
Applied Science program
prepares students to evaluate
water use patterns; develop,
implement, market and maintain
conservation programs; perform
public outreach; recommend
water efficiency techniques;
integrate alternative water
sources, and perform systems
analysis to solve problems.
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CAP2.0 SECTION 8

8 : Educating for
the Climate

University of Oregon
Mary Christina Wood –
Professor in the School of Law
Professor Wood founded
and directs the top-ranked
Environmental and Natural
Resources Law Center. She is
the creator of the “Atmospheric
Trust Litigation,” which builds
on the centuries-old Public Trust
doctrine to argue that citizens
have a right to a livable planet,
that the climate itself is a public
trust. This work is at the heart
of the Juliana vs. US lawsuit
currently under review in federal
court.

Erin E. Moore – Associate
Professor in the College of
Design’s School of Architecture
and and the Environmental
Studies Program
Professor Moore researches
the life cycle impacts of building
construction and how buildings
reflect and construct human
understandings of nature. She
also studies how buildings can
be designed specifically for an
intended ecological context.
Her most recent work focuses
explicitly on climate change and
how buildings consume fossil
fuels and can also contribute to
carbon sequestration.

Marc Schlossberg – Professor
in the School of Planning,
Public Policy and Management

Stephanie LeMenager –
Professor of English and
Environmental Studies

Professor Schlossberg
researches how to make cities
more conducive to walking,
biking, and other means of
sustainable transportation.
He also helms the Sustainable
Cities Institute, an applied
think-tank that supports
regional, metropolitan clients
in envisioning increased
sustainability in their city through
student work projects.

Professor LeMenager
co-leads the Center for
Environmental Futures, which
is an interdisciplinary collective
of faculty and students
focused on the intersection of
environmentalism and social
justice. Her research focuses on
the place of the human in the era
of climate change, both looking
at the historical and cultural
contexts leading to the present

crisis and also considering what
the future may bring and mean
for humanity.
Science and Memory Project
– School of Journalism and
Communications
Lead faculty: Mark Blaine,
Torsten Kjellstrand, Deborah
Morrison, and Dan Morrison
The Science and Memory Project
trains students in how to convey
the complex story of climate
change in compelling multimedia digital narratives. Students
have visited Alaska, Ghana, and
the Oregon Coast, learning about
the impacts of climate change in
the area and the science behind
it, before creating projects that
convey that complicated story to
a general audience.
Shannon Boettcher – Associate
Professor in Chemistry and
Biochemistry
Professor Boettcher’s research
focuses on “developing inorganic
materials for solar energy
conversion and storage.” The
goal is to make solar energy
efficient and scalable as part of a
necessary transition away from
fossil fuels.
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Eugene Future Physical Conditions
White Paper

CLIMATE ACTION PLAN 2.0
Changing Climate in Eugene
The Challenge and Opportunity of a Changing Climate
This paper discusses the potential changes and impacts we may see in Eugene as a result of climate
change. We are already observing physical changes to Oregon’s climate, including hotter temperatures,
drought, wildfire smoke and less mountain snow. Understanding the areas of greatest risk gives us the
opportunity to act rather than react to these changing conditions and helps us be as resilient as possible.
The best available science informs us that global average temperature increases must be capped at
2.0°C (3.6°F) to avoid “severe, pervasive and irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems”1.
How Will Eugene Change?
Climate studies by Oregon State’s Oregon Climate Change Research Institute (OCCRI) and Oregon Health
Authority outline the likely changes that we can expect in the Eugene and Willamette Valley area. Dry
months will be hotter and drier with increased wildfires, and wet months will have more rain and flood,
with less snowpack. Overall, weather will be more extreme, and as the climate and environment
changes, populations will increase as people move north and inland to milder conditions.

1

Dry Season

Wet Season

Other

Average summer increase of 10°F -12°F by 2100

Annual precipitation unchanged

Changes in disease patterns

Wildfire surface area increasing by 400-500% by
2040

Snowpack in the Cascades nearly gone by 2040

Population changes and climate migration

Reduced stream flow by 40-60% in summer due
to reduced snowmelt by 2040

Rain flows in streams in near real time

Conversion of subalpine forest to other
vegetation types by 2080

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change Synthesis Report 2014.

Dry Season Changes
Temperature
By 2100, in the Eugene area we can
expect that our summer average
temperature of 79°F to be more like
Chino, California (near Los Angeles) at
88.9°F summer average2. Hotter
temperatures will disproportionately
affect the health of vulnerable
populations, including the very young,
old, and families in poverty. Additionally,
heat and drought will affect forests,
rivers, and agricultural land.
Water
Summer flows in the Willamette River and other waterways are expected to reduce by 40-60% by 20403.
This will cause reduced hydroelectric power generation capacity in summer, meanwhile, there will be an
increased summer demand for electricity due to higher temperatures and increased population.
Regional Wildfire Risk
The Eugene area is fairly safe from direct burning due to wildfires, although the urban wildland interface
(areas close to the boundaries of agricultural and natural resources land) are susceptible. In the past few
years, however, we have experienced more wildfire in the Pacific Northwest, a condition that will
increase over the next few decades.
OCCRI’s analysis has projected the likely
scenarios of increased burning in the Northwest.
The graphic to the left shows the shift in project
increases in fire disturbance. By 2040, we can
anticipate a 400% to 500% increase in the
number of acres burned4.
Beyond the threat of local fires, Eugene
residents will be exposed to the air quality
impacts as surrounding regions burn during the summer months. In the summer of 2017, Oregon
residents suffered when winds brought smoke from over 100 fires in British Columbia and multiple
Oregon and Washington fires.

Climate Central, Summer Temperatures 1001 Cities Tool.
Climate Change Impacts in the United States: The Third National Climate Assessment, 2014.
4 Portland General Electric, OCCRI Report, Published as part of PGE’s 2016 Integrated Resource Plan.
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Wet Season Changes
Regional Precipitation
One of the most significant changes we are already
experiencing is the shift in precipitation from snow to
rainfall in the winter months. Winter temperatures are
expected to increase 3-5°F (1.6-2.8°C) by 21005. The
graphic to the right shows the shift from the blue (snow
dominant) and red (mixed rain-snow) in many areas to
green (rain dominant)6.
Eugene is rain dominant, but the winter snow in the
Cascades serves as storage for our rivers, streams, and
groundwater. The reduction in snowfall means that in
the summer months, our rivers and streams will not have
the same quantities of flowing water from the melting
snow. This lower volume of water means pressures on
our water supply, agricultural irrigation, habitat for fish
species like salmon and trout, water supply to power
hydroelectric electricity, and water recreation such as
boating, fishing and rafting that provide helpful cooling
during heat waves. Ultimately, we will need to become
more resourceful in our collective use and reuse of this
resource.
Past and Future Flood Risk
Over time rain events are likely to become more intense. Eugene has experienced flooding in the past,
and previously flooded sites are the most susceptible to flood again. Flood risk for Eugene is focused on
areas where rivers and streams are adjacent to land, as well as low-lying areas, and wetlands – and
more so on the area north of the Willamette river than the area south of the river.

Other Changes
Population Increase
The population in Lane County and Eugene is
expected to increase steadily, and within the next two
decades there will be more Lane County residents
living inside Eugene than outside.
Eugene and Oregon will experience physical climate
changes differently than other parts of the country. In

Population7,8

Eugene

Lane County

2017

167,780

370,600

2035

224,712

428,816

2065

273,234

513,982

Climate Change Impacts in the United States: The Third National Climate Assessment, 2014.
Portland General Electric, OCCRI Report, Published as part of PGE’s 2016 Integrated Resource Plan.
7 Portland State University Population Estimates
8 Portland State University Coordinated Population Forecast
5
6

many ways, our region is less vulnerable to more significant climate impacts than other parts of the U.S.
and other countries. Without strong action, many parts of the world will become uninhabitable due to
sea level rise, flooding, high temperatures, drought, loss of drinking water supply, and cascading effects
to food production. The desirability of our area could lead to significant migration as other areas
become less comfortable or uninhabitable.
Northwest is Less Vulnerable than Much of the United States
While the pacific northwest can expect a fair amount of changes, effects from climate change should be
milder than the majority of the country. Agricultural yields, mortality, energy expenditures, and total
direct damages should all be mild or favorable in the region by comparison. These are a few of the
reasons that Eugene can expect an influx in population. On the other hand, property crime and violent
crime are likely to increase.

Estimating economic damage from climate change in the United States Hsiang et al., Science 356,
1362–1369 (2017) 30 June 2017.

Sources and Links
Climate Central. 2014. 1001 Blistering Summers. http://www.climatecentral.org/news/summer-temperatures-co2-emissions-1001-cities-16583
Climate Central. 2017. Cities Are Already Suffering from Summer Heat. Climate Change Will Make It Worse.
http://www.climatecentral.org/news/hot-summers-cities-climate-change-21676
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 2014. Climate Change 2014 – Synthesis Report: Summary for Policymakers.
http://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/syr/
Oregon Climate Change Research Institute http://www.occri.net/
Portland General Electric. OCCRI Report for 2016 Integrated Resource Plan. https://www.portlandgeneral.com/our-company/energystrategy/resource-planning/integrated-resource-planning
U.S. Global Change Research Program. 2017. Fourth National Climate Assessment (NCA). See:
https://science2017.globalchange.gov/downloads/CSSR2017_FullReport.pdf
Portland State University Population Estimates https://www.pdx.edu/prc/population-reports-estimates
Portland State University Population Forecast https://www.pdx.edu/prc/sites/www.pdx.edu.prc/files/Lane_Forecast_Report_201506.pdf
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Appendix 1: Eugene Community Climate Action Plan 2.0
Fossil Fuel and Greenhouse Gas Reduction Forecast, 2018 – 2030 for Existing
Plans, Policies, Programs and Opportunities for Additional Actions Towards
CRO Goals
Date: October 22, 2019
Note: During the data collection and analysis portion of preparing this document, the entities that make up the group
currently known as “Eugene Climate Collaborative (ECC)” are referred to as “Large Lever Shareholders (LLS)”
throughout this document.

INTRODUCTION
The intent of this memo is to show how close the community gets to accomplishing the Climate Recovery Ordinance
(CRO) fossil fuel targets and greenhouse gas (GHG) goals through existing and planned actions of the Large Lever
Shareholders (LLS). Our team reviewed LLS plans, policies, and programs, and collected additional data to calculate
fossil fuel and GHG emissions reductions. These are used to forecast emissions between 2018 and 2030 and
compare that forecast to CRO targets. In addition, this memo also provides suggestions for additional community
climate actions towards meeting the goals and targets defined in the CRO.

EUGENE CLIMATE RECOVERY ORDINANCE TARGETS AND GOALS
Updated in 2016, Eugene’s Climate Recovery Ordinance includes the following goals and targets:
Section 6.675 Climate Recovery – Climate Action Goals
(3) By the year 2030, all businesses, individuals, and others living or working in the city collectively shall reduce
the total (not per capita) use of fossil fuels by 50% compared to 2010 usage.
(4) By the year 2100, total community greenhouse gas emissions shall be average share of a global atmospheric
greenhouse gas level of 350ppm, which is estimated in 2016 to require an annual average emission reduction
level of 7.6%.

Section 6.685 Climate Recovery – Targets & Benchmarks
To reach the climate action goals, the city council adopts the targets and benchmarks contained in subsection (1) of this
section, and the city will take other actions that the council determines are necessary, for achieving the targets,
benchmarks and other climate action goals.
(1) Targets and benchmarks:
Reduce fossil fuels 50% (from 2010 levels by 2030)
• 2020: 25% reduction from 2010
• 2025: 38% reduction from 2010
• 2030: 50% reduction from 2010
• Annual Average, 2010 - 2030: 2.5% reduction

The CRO does not clearly define the inventory boundaries that align with CRO goals and targets (i.e. what
geographic boundaries and type of emissions sources are included in the goal). Therefore, Good Company made a
preliminary interpretation for the fossil fuel use targets and report based on both the Eugene Community’s Sectorbased and Consumption-based GHG Inventories. Note: Good Company’s interpretation of the CRO GHG Goal should
be considered preliminary and subject to change.

Eugene CAP2.0 as related to Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals
For the purpose of the analysis conducted and presented in this memo the following was assumed:
•
•

•

CRO fossil fuel targets are based on the fossil fuels combusted within the City’s geographic boundary plus
fossil fuels used to generate electricity that serves retail load within the City’s Urban Growth Boundary.
Fossil fuel use for electricity is calculated based on EWEB’s current and planned (2017 IERP update) supply
contracts (market-based electricity accounting). EWEB’s utility-specific GHG emissions factor (GHGs /
MWh) is provided by Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ). ODEQ does not provide a
corresponding fossil fuel use factor (MMBTU / MWh) for EWEB, so one was calculated using ODEQ’s GHG
factor and using natural gas electricity generation as a proxy.
CRO GHG emissions reduction goals are calculated using 2017 as the baseline year with annual reductions
of 7.6% applied to the prior year, not the baseline year; out to 2100. This rate of reduction is applied to
sector-based and consumption-based emissions. Note: The fossil fuel use targets and GHG goals have
different reduction rates therefore there are slight differences between fossil fuel use and Sector-based
GHG graphics in this memo.

Relationship Between GHG Inventories and CRO Fossil Fuel Target
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the two types of GHG inventories conducted for the Eugene community
(Sector-based and Consumption-based) and Eugene’s CRO Fossil Fuel Target. As can be seen, the CRO Fossil Fuel
Target (CRO Target) is a subset of the Sector-based emissions inventory (SBEI), which is a subset of the Consumptionbased emissions inventory (CBEI). The two types of inventories conducted for Eugene is consistent with the State of
Oregon’s reporting approach. The two inventory types include:
•

•

Sector-based GHG Inventory (or local GHG emissions) include GHGs from local fossil fuel combustion (homes
and cars) in addition to other local sources of community GHG emissions (e.g. refrigerant gas leaks, landfill
methane, etc.). Sector-based emissions are a subset of the largest boundary, Consumption-based emissions.
o Local fossil fuel use is the biggest contributor to the communities Sector-based GHGs (~90%). This
boundary is accounted for separately to align with the CRO’s fossil fuel targets.
Consumption-based GHG Inventory (or local + imported GHG emissions) include local, Sector-based
emissions in addition to “imported” GHG emissions. The imported fraction accounts for GHGs generated
elsewhere to produce and transport the goods and food consumed locally in Eugene. Consumption-based
GHG inventories are more comprehensive view of the Eugene community’s GHG emissions compared to a
Sector-based GHG inventory but are also more difficult to accurately account for over time (to track progress
towards goals) and the sources of emissions are outside of the Eugene community’s direct control which
makes taking action to reduce these actions more challenging.
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Eugene CAP2.0 as related to Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals
As can be seen in Figure 1, imported, consumption-based emissions are more than 2x local emissions.
Figure 1: Relationship between GHG inventory types and local fossil fuel use.

Note: Circles in figure not to scale - see right-hand text for scale comparison.

EXISTING POLICY FORECAST FOR LOCAL EMISSIONS (SECTOR-BASED)
Figure 2 compares actual 2010 and 2017 community fossil fuel use and the 2030 forecast fossil fuel use after
currently adopted plans are implemented to the 2030 CRO fossil fuel target. Existing plans are projected to achieve
40% of the CRO 2030 Target reductions compared to 2010 levels.
Figure 2: Comparison of actual and forecast fossil fuel use to CRO targets.
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Eugene CAP2.0 as related to Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals
Figure 3 shows Eugene’s Fossil Fuel Reduction Forecast for 2030 in greater detail than Figure 2. The y-axis minimum
is set equal the CRO GHG 2030 Goal (green dashed line).
The first bar (grey) shows 2017 Fossil Fuel use (in millions of British thermal units, MMBTU). The second bar (blue)
shows the increase of fossil fuel use based on a ‘Business as Usual’ (BAU) forecast of GHGs between 2018 and
2030, which represents the fossil fuel use effect of community population growth. In Eugene population is expected in
increase by about 1% annually between 2018 and 2030. The third bar (grey) shows 2030 forecast emissions
assuming 2017 GHG rates and additional population. The fourth bar (orange) shows the expected GHG reductions
from actions identified through the CAP2.0 process. For details of included actions see Appendix A, Figure 12. The
fifth bar (grey) shows the forecast of GHGs in 2030 post CAP2.0 implementation of existing policies.
As can be seen, existing CAP2.0 policies are not forecast to achieve CRO fossil fuel use targets. A “gap” remains
equal to about 4.4 million MMBTU of fossil fuel energy use.
Figure 3: Comparison of actual and forecast fossil fuel use to CRO targets.

After accounting for population
growth and CAP reductions from
existing policy – there remains a
4.4 million MMBTU gap between
the post-CAP LLS reductions and
the CRO Fossil Fuel 2030 Target
(green dotted line).
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Eugene CAP2.0 as related to Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals
Figure 4 shows Eugene’s GHG Reduction Forecast for local, Sector-based GHGs 1. The y-axis minimum is set equal to
the CRO GHG 2030 Goal. The bars in Figure 4 are the same as Figure 3, except that they represent community
GHG emissions instead of fossil fuel use (in metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent, MT CO2e).
The rates of reduction are different between the Targets (2.5% annually from a 2010 baseline) and the GHG goals
(7.6% annually from a 2016 baseline). It’s important to note that because the GHG goals are more aggressive than
the fossil fuel targets, and that local sources of GHGs are greater than just fossil fuel use (e.g. methane from waste
disposal, fugitive refrigerant loss, etc.), progress towards the GHG goal is less than the CRO fossil fuel targets.
As can be seen, existing CAP2.0 policies are not forecast to achieve CRO GHG goals. A “gap” remains equal to
about 470,000 MT CO2e of local GHG emissions.
Figure 4: Sector-based emissions and existing policy forecast.
Note: GHG Goal value in figure based on Good Company CRO interpretation and is subject to change.

After accounting for population
growth and CAP reductions from
existing policy – there remains a
“gap” of about 470,000 MT
CO2e to reach the CRO 2030
GHG Goal (green dotted line).

Note: GHG Goal value in figure based on Good Company CRO interpretation and is subject to change.

To address the gap, City of Eugene asked Good Company to recommend additional actions to achieve CRO goals
and targets by 2030. See GC memo titled Recommendations for Additional Eugene Climate Actions to Meet Eugene’s
Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals for a full list of recommended actions. City staff selected a group of
Good Company’s recommended actions.

For details see Eugene’s 2017 Community GHG Inventory. Eugene’s 2015 Community inventory may be downloaded at
https://www.eugene-or.gov/2170/Climate-Recovery-Resources

1
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Eugene CAP2.0 as related to Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the “gap” actions and scenarios considered.
The top row of Figure 5 lists the local, Sector-based GHG and Fossil Fuel Use gaps (470,000 MT CO2e and 4.4
million MMBTU respectively). These values correspond to the far right-hand grey bars on Figures 3 and 4. The lower
rows in Figure 5 describe the action and scenario; corresponding GHG / fossil fuel reduction; and the percentage of
the gap addressed by the action/scenario.
Figure 6 graphically presents the same information as Figure 5 for a select group of actions. The left-hand grey bar
is equal to the local, Sector-based CRO gap. The other bars compare the scale of reduction potential for actions /
scenarios to the gap. As can be seen, some of the larger actions include State of Oregon adoption of a Cap-andInvest program2; community adoption of electric vehicles; and community participation in Northwest Natural’s Smart
Energy program.
It’s important to note that, as of this writing, passage of an Oregon Cap-and-Invest bill (or similar legislation) is
highly uncertain. Inclusion of this strategy in this document should not be interpreted as an assumption about the
potential of legislation being implemented. It is presented here as an information item to address broad community
interest.
Figure 5: Sector-based GHG and Fossil Fuel Use Gap compared to additional actions / scenarios.

HB2020 introduced in 2019 as this analysis was being prepared, but did not pass into Oregon law. Inclusion of this strategy in this document
should not be interpreted as an assumption about the potential of similar legislation becoming Oregon law. It is presented here as an
information item to address community interest and questions.

2
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Eugene CAP2.0 as related to Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals
Figure 6: Sector-based GHG and Fossil Fuel Use Gap compared to additional actions / scenarios.

Note: NWNG’s Smart Energy program reductions are only applicable to NWNG direct customers and does not include “transport” gas.
NWNG “transports” through its pipelines for Eugene natural gas customers who contract with gas suppliers other than NWNG.
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Eugene CAP2.0 as related to Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals
Figure 7 presents projected 2030 Eugene GHGs, post-implementation of HB2020. HB2020 was actively in the
legislative process as early drafts of this report were being prepared, but ultimately HB2020 di not pass. The
introduced text 3, and specifically the goals in Section 1, are used to estimate GHG reductions. To estimate reduction
for Eugene it is assumed that citizens of Eugene (on a per capita) basis will be required to reduce emissions at the
same rate and in the same amount as all other Oregonians towards the goals stated in Section 1 of HB2020.
The scaling below may overestimate the mitigation reductions due to assumed electricity emissions reduction potential
based on higher statewide electricity emissions than EWEB’s very-low emissions electricity. Alternatively, the Cap
and Trade program, could recognize Eugene’s unique lower carbon electricity sector and finance deeper mitigations
for transportation than in other communities to ensure the overall reductions per capita are roughly even around the
state.
Figure 7: Eugene’s 2017 sector-based GHGs and estimated effects in 2030 post-HB2020 implementation. Note: The
following figure is meant to provide a sense of scale comparison to show how emissions reductions from HB2020 would have
impacted Eugene’s community emissions. This bill did not pass and therefore this information should not be used for community
planning purposes other than to illustrate how similar, future bills might change community emissions.

3

Downloaded 4/2019 from https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Measures/Overview/HB2020.
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EXISTING POLICY FORECAST FOR LOCAL+IMPORTED EMISSIONS (CONSUMPTION-BASED)
Figure 8 shows Eugene’s 2013 consumption-based emissions of goods and food; projected growth based on 2017
emissions rates and population increases; and forecast reductions from existing, already adopted policy. Note that
Figures 3 and 4 (Sector-based) are subsets and included in the consumption-based emissions presented in Figure 7
(Consumption-based).
As can be seen, existing CAP2.0 policies are not forecast to achieve CRO GHG goals. A “gap” remains equal to
about 1.7 million MT CO2e of local + imported GHG emissions. As the City and community consider the consumptionbased GHG gap, it’s important to reiterate that the “imported” fraction of consumption-based GHGs are produced
largely outside of the Eugene community’s control.
While there are point of purchase decisions and actions that members of the Eugene community can make to reduce
the community’s consumption-based emissions (such as buying used products instead of new or choosing lower-carbon
foods) – there is no currently known way to reduce Eugene consumption-based emissions to zero outside of domestic
and international climate policies. If the City / community were to select consumption-based GHGs as the basis for
CRO goals it will require the community devising a means to influence or control the energy systems in other states
and counties to reduce the GHGs generated in those places as they produce goods for consumption here. It’s
important to recognize that there isn’t any precedent for consumption-based emissions being used as the basis for
community goal setting or action planning.
Figure 8: Consumption-based emissions and existing policy forecast.

After accounting for population
growth and CAP reductions from
existing policy – there remains a
“gap” of about 1.7 million MT
CO2e to reach the CRO 2030
GHG Goal (green dotted line).

Note: GHG Goal value in figure based on Good Company CRO interpretation and is subject to change.
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Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the “gap” actions and scenarios considered for consumption-based emissions. Since
Sector-based GHGs are a subset of Consumption-based emissions, previously discussed Sector-based actions are
also a means to reduce Consumption-based emissions.
The top row of Figure 9 lists the Consumption-based GHG gap (1.7 million MT CO2e). This value corresponds to the
far right-hand grey bar on Figure 7. The lower rows describe the action and scenario; corresponding GHG
reduction; and the percentage of the gap addressed by the action/scenario.
Figure 9: Sector-based GHG and Fossil Fuel Use Gap compared to additional actions / scenarios.
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Figure 10 graphically presents the same information as Figure 9 (for a select group of actions). The left-hand grey
bar is equal to the local, Sector-based CRO gap. The other bars compare the scale of reduction potential for actions
scenarios to the gap. As can be seen, some of the larger actions include U.S. remaining in the Paris Climate Accord;
community adoption of electric vehicles; community participation in Northwest Natural’s Smart Energy program;
lower-GHG food choices; and reduction in the amount of edible food waste.
One action of note on Figure 10, is U.S. participation in the Paris Climate Accord and the significance of domestic
and international climate policy in general. The U.S. is currently in the process of withdrawing from the Paris Climate
Accord. Oregon imports about 44% of its goods from U.S. states outside of Oregon. 4 If the U.S. were to remain in
the Accord, the reductions required by the Accord would have had the effect of reducing GHGs from U.S. energy
systems thereby lowering the amount of GHGs emitted during the production of the goods imported from other U.S.
states into Eugene.
Eugene’s consumption-based emissions are primarily a function of the fuels used to generate the energy used to
produce goods imported to Eugene for local consumption. Because Eugene has limited control over other states’
Energy systems – Federal climate policy, or state level policy in other states is required if Eugene is to reach CRO
goals for consumption-based emissions.
Figure 10: Consumption-based GHG and Fossil Fuel Gap compared to additional actions / scenarios.

Oregon’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions through 2015. Available for download at
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/OregonGHGreport.pdf.

4
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APPENDIX A – EXISTING POLICY FORECAST DETAILS
Fossil fuel and GHG reductions are calculated in four ways for this memo, which are illustrated in Figure 11 and
presented in Figure 12. “Year 1” represents reductions expected during the first year of project implementation.
“Average Annual” is the annual average of
Figure 11: Illustration of GHG reduction over time.
reductions over the life of the action. “Maximum
Annual” is the maximum annual reduction in
2030. For some projects, like wastewater
biomethane to the natural gas pipeline, Year 1,
Average, and Maximum values will all be very
similar because almost all of the benefit is
realized the moment the system is turned on and
every year after for the action. Other actions
accumulate over time, such as annual work done
to improve the energy efficiency of our
community’s buildings. These will have different
Year 1 and Maximum values because budgets
require that the actions are implemented over
time.
The following documents and tools were used to
calculate reductions. Additional details in
Appendix B.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Eugene’s 2010 and 2017 Sectorbased Community Greenhouse Gas
Inventories
City of Eugene’s 2013 Consumption-based Community Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Portland State University – Population estimates and Lane County Population Forecast
EWEB Integrated Energy Resource Plan – 2017 update
NWN’s 2018 Integrated Resource Plan
Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan (specifically a memo titled “Eugene Transportation System Plan as it
Relates to Climate Recovery Ordinance Goals”)
City of Eugene, Fleet Internal Climate Action Plan
City of Eugene, Facilities GHG Reduction Analysis
Oregon Senate Bill 263 (2015) – Updates to Opportunity to Recycle Act
City of Eugene / Good Company GHG inventory and analysis for road materials
Lane County data related to landfill diversion rates and plans for 2025 goal
Environmental Protection Agency, Waste Reduction Model (v14)
Interviews with City’s staff related to urban forestry
Oregon’s Waste Composition Study for Lane County
Good Company GHG analysis of wastewater biomethane utilization pathways for MWMC
City of Eugene Love Food Not Waste program data
Lane Community College, DRAFT 2018 Climate Action Plan
Envision Eugene, Residential housing projections
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Oregon’s 2018 Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, EWEB emissions coefficients
Environmental Protection Agency, eGRID 2016
Energy Information Administration’s 2017 Annual Energy Outlook
Many other organizational documents were reviewed but were not used for reduction calculations. Thank you to
everyone who provided information.
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Figure 12: Detailed summary of existing plans, by lead organization. For some of the line items, like the Eugene
TSP, implementation will be delivered by multiple agencies.

*Note – Eugene TSP incorporates aspects of other LLS plans and policies (e.g. LTD planning, Envision Eugene, etc.)
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Appendix 3

Further Description of
Section 4 and 5 Actions

Energy Used in Buildings
Strategies in Action
Action B1

EWEB has adopted emission reduction goals serves load growth through
conservation—rather than building new generating capacity, EWEB has focused
on conservation methods that reduce demand while population continues to
grow. EWEB budgets $4M annually for energy efficiency programs and acquires
between 1.4 and 1.6 MW through conservation. In addition, EWEB has adopted
carbon reduction goals for the energy supplied.

Action B2

Northwest Natural Smart Energy Program-- In exchange for customer’s
contributions, Smart Energy participants will have carbon offsets retired on their
behalf. By helping a project become financially viable, customers get credit for
greenhouse gases removed or kept out of the atmosphere - equal to the amount
of carbon dioxide created by their natural gas use.

Action B3

Advanced metering offered by EWEB— Advanced metering allows users to
monitor and control their energy usage and control costs. Data gathered from
advanced meters will be key components to EWEB’s two strategic priorities,
emergency preparedness and disaster recovery by improving outage response
and electric supply resources by providing accurate load data to EWEB and
customers.

Action B4

Student and Community Outreach for Renter Efficiency Program (SCORE) at
University of Oregon—Up to 12 UO students receive training, schedule house
visits, and conduct household energy audits using the US Department of Energy
(USDOE) Home Energy Scoring Tool. Students complete associated reporting
and complete up to 240 energy audits on low income rental properties that meet
the USDOE Home Energy Scoring Tool property requirements annually.

Action B5

Bethel School District school bond building updates and solar panels—Bethel
voters approved a $49.5 million bond measure in 2012. The District is still
carefully spending the funds from the Bond and has built a new science and
office complex at Willamette High School and new Malabon and Fairfield
Elementary schools. Bond revenue has also been used to make many other
efficiency improvements district-wide.

Commitments for Future Actions
Action B6

State of Oregon building code updates to Energy Zero Energy Ready Standard—
Oregon Governor Brown signed Executive Order 17-20 which directs the Building
Codes Division (BCD) to conduct code amendment of the state building code to
require newly constructed residential buildings to achieve at least equivalent
performance levels with the 2017 US Department of Energy Zero Energy Ready

Standard by October 1, 2023. Additionally, EO 17-20 states the all newly
constructed commercial buildings will exceed International Energy Conservation
Code and ASHRAE 90.1 by October 1, 2022.
Action B7

Northwest Natural future energy conservation—NW Natural works closely with
Energy Trust of Oregon, helping customers save energy and money through
energy efficiency programs and services. Energy Trust of Oregon helps NW
Natural customers in Eugene understand their energy use and the variety of
things they can do to stay comfortable while using less natural gas. It also
provides incentives so customers can start saving money quickly on their energyefficiency investments.

Action B8

As part its Internal Climate Action Plan (ICAP) the City of Eugene is integrating
conservation and efficiency improvements as it updates facilities such as the
Campbell Community Center and the Echo Hollow Pool projects.

Action B9

EWEB works with community partners to support building upgrades with
incentives for smart electrification in addition to their energy efficiency
incentives. In addition EWEB is providing incentives for both residential and
commercial customers for EV charging stations.

Action B10

4J school bond upgrade to building efficiency—The 2018 bond measure passed
by voters will result in investments at every school in the district. Several new
schools are being built and many of the existing buildings are receiving new
roofs, windows, and other energy efficiency investments.

Action B11

Lane Community College and University of Oregon Climate Action Plan updates
call for increased building efficiency and reduced emissions from their buildings.

Transportation Fuels
Strategies in Action
Action T1

Transportation System Plan—Fully implementing the TSP will have the largest
reduction impacts on the community’s emissions and fossil fuel use. The TSP
relies heavily on increasing active and mass transit and a decrease in private
fossil-fuel powered vehicles. To achieve these goals, the TSP spells out
approximately $171M in investments over the next 20 years for multimodal
transportation.

Action T2

rEV-Up—EWEB, UO and The City of Eugene teamed up to help bring the benefits
of cleaner, cheaper transportation through incentives to purchase or lease
electric vehicles. Those who attend a free workshop receive exclusive discounts
on electric vehicles from EWEB and local auto dealers.

Action T3

Safe Routes to Schools—A program offered at Bethel and 4J School Districts,
Eugene-Springfield Safe Routes to School is a community approach to encourage
and enable more people to walk and bike to school safely. These actions reduce
emissions and have the co-benefit of encouraging youth to be active.

Action T4

LTD electrification of bus fleet—LTD currently has five all electric buses in service
and will soon integrate an additional six buses. The buses are replacing older,
less efficient diesel buses. As more of the fleet needs to be retired, more
electrical buses will come online.

Action T5

PeaceHealth Rides bike share program—This bike share program allows people
to sign up to use bicycles for short rides in the City core. Use of this program
reduces ghg emissions and has the co-benefit of providing exercise for the users.
PeaceHealth Rides launched in spring 2018.

Action T6

State of Oregon Clean Fuels Program This program provides cleaner
transportation fuels such as lower carbon ethanol and biodiesel, electricity,
natural gas, biogas and propane in order to help shrink Oregon’s transportationrelated carbon footprint.

Action T7

LTD offers a variety of programs that support commuting options including the
following programs:
• Low-income transit passes half-fare rates for those passengers who qualify
• Student pass program allows local school children to ride free
• Group pass program allows organizations to purchase bus passes at a low
monthly rate
• TouchPass is an electronic fare payment system that will improve efficiency
and improves riders experience. Riders who qualify for monthly passes only

•
•
•
•

Action T8

need to pay per ride until they reach their monthly pass cost, after that the
rides are free. This eliminates the need to pay for the monthly pass all at
once and saves riders money when they do not ride the bus as often.
Point2Point program helps find safe, affordable and low carbon ways to get
from point to point
Transit host program provides accessibility for customers living with
disabilities to successfully use fixed-route bus service
Get There Challenge is an annual competition for teams that bike, use mass
transit, carpool, vanpool, walk, or telecommute
EmGo, Mobility on Demand a partnership with the City of Eugene, Lane
County, Lane Council of Governments (LCOG), and RideZero. EmGo is a new
downtown mobility-on-demand service. The all-electric powered system
picks up and delivers riders around downtown.

EWEB is currently offering EV charging infrastructure incentives for residential
and commercial customers.

Strategies for Future Reductions
Action T9

The City of Eugene is leading an effort in conjunction with EWEB, LTD, and the
University of Oregon in order to implement an EV strategy that will provide the
infrastructure for transitioning to more EVs in the future.

Action T10

LTD Moving Ahead and Transit Tomorrow programs—The City of Eugene and
Lane Transit District (LTD) are working with regional partners and the community
to focus on better connecting people to jobs, schools, shopping, recreation, and
other activities by considering a range of transportation investments along key
corridors to improve safety and livability for everyone. Transit Tomorrow is a
deep look at LTD’s current bus system and using technical analysis and broadbased community input to determine the future of transit in Eugene.

Action T11

State of Oregon legislation requiring and incentivizing electric vehicle adoption—
SB 1044 was passed during the 2019 legislative session to help accelerate the
adoption of electric vehicles, with a goal of having nine out of 10 new car sales
be electric by 2035, along with half the vehicles registered in the state.

Action T12

High Efficiency School Buses—4J and Bethel School districts are making
investments in higher efficiency buses through their transportation contractor
First Student. Older, less-efficient buses are being replaced by clean diesel
engines.

Action T13

COE, LCC, UO, LC, and EWEB investments in fuel efficient motor pools—Public
agencies are focused on purchasing electric vehicles when practical and high
efficiency hybrids or diesels when necessary. These vehicles require less

maintenance and have lower operating costs than the vehicles they are
replacing.
Action T14

Envision Eugene and HB2001 (2019) plans for increased housing density along
transportation corridors—HB2001 will allow duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes and
“cottage clusters” on land previously reserved for single family houses in
Eugene. Envision Eugene is about making sure the City manages growth in a way
that protects and enhances quality of life and reflects shared values.

Consumption

Strategies in Action
Action C1

Love Food Not Waste—A commercial food waste collection program that began
in 2011 developed by the Waste Prevention and Green Buildings team and
community partners. To date the program has diverted over 9,200 tons of food
waste that would have been sent to the land fill. The program just instituted
curb-side pick up for Eugene households in October 2019.

Action C2

Fix It Fairs –To help consumers avoid purchasing more goods, the City sponsors a
series of Fix-It Fairs. Volunteers and professionals provide free repairs and are
available to coach attendees interested in learning how to make their own
repairs. Repair services are available for a variety of products, including small
appliances like lamps and toasters, tools, clothing and textiles, small electronics,
home and garden tools, furniture, and toys. Funded in part from a grant from the
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Fix It Fairs started in 2017
and recently hosted their first Spanish language Fair.

Action C3

Green Infrastructure in Parks and Open Space—The City’s Green Infrastructure
team brings together the park services that clean water, beautify streets, keep
air clean and neighborhoods cool, and safe. Together they work to maintain and
manage public and private vegetated stormwater treatment facilities, care for
more than 100,000 street trees, educate and enforce overgrown vegetation
rules on private and public property, and keep landscapes along streets and
medians green.

Action C4

Lane County Waste Management—This program offers waste prevention and
education opportunities, regulates garbage and recycling programs for Lane
County, provides household hazardous waste disposal, and manages a system of
transfer stations and the Short Mountain Landfill.

Action C5

City of Eugene Capital Improvement Program—City staff developed a
methodology to assess Capital Improvement Projects through a triple-bottom
line lens, including measuring the ghg impact of projects. Read more about how
this process was developed from City Engineer Matt Rodrigues in this American
Public Works Association Reporter (APWA) magazine article.

Action C6

City of Eugene has adopted using warm-mix asphalt, a lower-carbon alternative
that has become the default asphalt sold in the region. Eugene’s projects also
include requirements for the use of reclaimed asphalt pavement or recycled
asphalt shingles as binder replacements. This work has been featured as a case
study for other communities.

Strategies for Future Reductions
Action C7

Lane County anaerobic digestion of organics. Lane County plans to
convene community partners to explore options related to the
development of a waste processing facility to divert organics from the
waste stream toward an anaerobic digestion/biogas facility in the region.

Action C8

Lane County Waste Management set a goal of diverting 63% of the waste
stream into recycling, composting, biodigestion, or reuse. This diversion
rate would be the highest in the state.

Action C9

4J and Bethel school districts local food choices. 4J is currently shifting to
a self-operated student meal service that will explore food purchasing
options to develop relationships with local food suppliers, farms, and
services. Bethel School district has worked with farm to school programs
to provide locally sourced fresh fruit and vegetables when possible.

Action C10

LCC and UO materials management systems. Both institutions have
highlighted plans to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of their
campus-wide materials management systems in their newly published
climate action plans.

Action C11

PeaceHealth food service is updating food service requirements so that all
paper, Styrofoam and plastic products will be replaced with 100%
compostable, plant-based disposable items at their food services sites at
both Sacred Heart Medical Center campuses. This includes all utensils,
plates, cups and the dome lids used for to-go coffee. They also selected a
local coffee vendor, Global Delights, largely based on sustainability
philosophies and community activism.

Resilience

Strategies in Action
Action R1

4J and Bethel school districts local food choices. 4J is currently shifting to a selfoperated student meal service that will explore food purchasing options to
develop relationships with local food suppliers, farms, and services. Bethel
School district has worked with farm to school programs to provide locally
sourced fresh fruit and vegetables when possible. Both districts are building the
capacity for local partners to adapt to the changing climate.

Action R2

Lane County Public Health infectious disease surveillance and response. With a
warming climate Eugene potentially becomes more hospitable for a variety of
diseases and Lane County has the responsibility for tracking communicable
disease outbreaks and managing the response.

Action R3

EWEB providing emergency water stations EWEB is working with community
partners to develop an emergency water supply program that would include
several permanent distribution sites located throughout the community using
groundwater wells as well as mobile water trailers. There are two stations that
are operational and EWEB’s plan calls for the development of three more
geographically dispersed well sites within the next five years.

Action R4

City of Eugene Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan The City of Eugene and Springfield
Multi-Jurisdiction Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan contains information specific to
each hazard in our area. A natural hazards mitigation plan provides communities
with a set of goals, action items, and resources designed to reduce risk from
future natural disaster events including climate change.

Action R5

City of Eugene implementing the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan
The stormwater team uses this document as a policy guide as they protect public
health and safety, enhance fish and wildlife habitat, and reduce the risk of
flooding. Future planning will integrate the risks associated with the changing
climate.

Action R6

MWMC partnership with EWEB in Pure Water Partners program. The Pure Water
Partners (PWP) Program is a new initiative designed to reward McKenzie
landowners who protect high quality land along the river, assisting EWEB in
protecting water quality and helping to avoid future water treatment costs.

Action R7

University of Oregon’s Partnership for Disaster Resilience (OPDR) research. OPDR
is an applied research program working toward the mission of creating a disaster
resilient state. Developed and coordinated by the Institute for Policy Research
and Engagement (IPRE) at the University of Oregon, OPDR employs a service-

learning model to increase community capacity and enhance disaster safety and
resilience statewide.
Action R8

EWEB and NW Natural Gas limited income assistance programs and energy
conservation education programs. These programs provide eligible customers
with rebates and incentives to lower and pay their bills.

Strategies for Future Reductions
Action R9

Investigate need and plan for community cooling centers and/or smoke refuge
centers. These have been modeled in places like New York and Chicago. Cooling
centers provide a place for those who need refuge from extreme heat or smoke.

Action R10

The City of Eugene Parks and Open Space is developing a water conservation and
drought management plan and implementing Salmon Safe Certification
recommendations. Eugene Parks and Open Space has been certified salmon-safe
by the Oregon nonprofit Salmon-Safe, the nation’s first certification organization
linking land management practices with the protection of water quality and
imperiled native fish.

Action R11

Lane Community College is improving their outdoor classrooms and using the
forest and surrounding wetlands as education center.

Action R12

Lane County is planning on reviving the Firewise Incentive Program or a similar
program. Firewise provided landowners incentives and guidance to help increase
the defensible space around structures.

Action R13

Metropolitan Wastewater Management Commission using recycled water in
urban tree watering and fire training facilities.

Action R14

PeaceHealth, working with local partners, is providing Incident Command System
Training sessions. These sessions increase the capacity of PeaceHealth and the
community to respond emergencies.

Action R15

Lane County is adjusting the Floodplain Management Program to reflect changes
in climate and effects of flooding. Lane County features several large rivers and
smaller tributaries and streams that are susceptible to annual flooding events.
The flooding of these waterways threatens life and safety and can cause
significant property damage.

Climate Action Plan 2.0
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Eugene Community Climate Action Plan
2.0 Equity Panel Recommendations

Eugene Community Climate Action Plan 2.0
Recommendations

The Climate Action Plan 2.0 (CAP2.0) Equity Panel met 10 times between January and
June 2019 to provide feedback on the City of Eugene’s Climate Action Plan and related
work. Representatives included individuals from the Food for Lane County, Huerto de la
Familia, Lane Independent Living Alliance, NAACP, National Alliance on Mental Illness
Lane County, and Sapsikwala.

Eugene’s Triple Bottom Line Vision
The Equity Panel was guided by As we work to implement the City of Eugene’s Climate
Recovery Ordinance and to increase our community’s resiliency towards climate change,
we will be using the City Council’s vision to guide our work. The vision describes the
three legs of the Triple Bottom Line framework.
Social Equity
Value all people, encouraging respect and appreciation for diversity, equity, justice, and
social well-being. We recognize and appreciate our differences and embrace our
common humanity as the source of our strength.
Environmental Stewardship
Be responsible stewards of our physical assets and natural resources. We will sustain
our clean air and water, beautiful parks and open spaces, and livable and safe
neighborhoods; and foster a vibrant downtown, including a stable infrastructure.
Economic Prosperity
Encourage a strong, sustainable and vibrant economy, fully utilizing our educational and
cultural assets, so that every person has an opportunity to achieve financial security.

Climate Action Plan Social Equity Lens

The Climate Action Plan Equity Panel developed the following Equity Lens to guide
Eugene’s Climate Work.

Guiding Questions:
1. Stakeholder Involvement: How have we intentionally involved stakeholders,
technical experts, and vulnerable impacted community members affected by this
decision? What’s the mechanism for including vulnerable and underserved
communities throughout the process? Who else do we need to invite?
2. Engagement of Protected Classes: Have we engaged “protected classes” 1,
vulnerable and underserved communities, to determine who is most negatively or
positively impacted? Have we effectively collected data on impacted or vulnerable
communities for this decision or investment?
3. Implementation Strategies: What are the strategies for implementation
proposed? How will we modify or enhance our strategies to ensure vulnerable
communities’ individual and cultural needs are met? If there is an investment or
resource allocation, how does it advance social equity in Eugene? In other words,
does it advance the social equity leg of the Triple Bottom Line? Does the decision
acknowledge and improve existing disparities?
4. Addressing historical disparities: What are intended and unintended
consequences? Do those benefit some communities and further marginalize
historically underserved ones? Have we created mechanisms to address such
disparities?
5. Planning for equitable outcomes. What outcomes do we expect? Are they
equitable? What are the barriers to more equitable outcomes? (e.g. mandated,
political, emotional, financial, programmatic or managerial) What are opportunities
that arise to better serve vulnerable communities?
6. Proper Follow-Up: Does the proposed action include an equity evaluation process
throughout decision-making and implementations? Are equity check-ins embedded
1

City of Eugene protected classes are based on race, national origin, sex, gender, religión, disability,
sexual orientation, marital status, membership to labor organization, age, economic/social status, familial
status, marital/domestic partner status, source of income; the equity lens also considers migrant status,
undocumented status, country of origin, chronic illness, mental health status, unhoused status or people
experiencing homelessness.

in the proposed action? Do the equity check-ins include consultation with equity
advisory bodies?
7. Outreach: Does the proposed action include funding for appropriate outreach with
communities of color, migrants, people with chronic illness and disabilities, people
with mental health conditions, and other underserved communities? Is information
provided in accessible formats, multiple languages, and various medium such as
fliers, radio, internet, television, door-to-door, community ambassadors/advocates,
businesses?
8. Accessibility: Have city officials and stakeholders held public forums to discuss the
action in spaces that are geographically and physically more accessible to working
peoples, low-income families, communities of color, migrants, people with chronic
illness and disabilities, people with mental health conditions, and other underserved
communities? Has translation and interpretation been provided? Has transportation
been offered if appropriate?
9. Historical Awareness: Does the proposed action include an analysis of why a
community is more vulnerable to climate change and policies meant to mitigate it
than others? Is there attention to local histories of marginalization, silence and
violence that render a specific community more vulnerable to climate change?
10. Education: Does the proposed action include providing education about proposed
mitigation and adaptation to climate change policies pertinent for low-income
families, communities of color, migrants, people with chronic illness and disabilities,
and other underserved communities?

Recommended Equity and Climate Actions
Buildings
1. Incentives and education for people to create rain and stormwater gardens at home.
2. Stakeholders offer incentives for employees to attend workshops on waste
management, composting, energy use, climate change, gardening, transportation,
carpooling.
3. Provide education about the climate impacts of having a large, single family home.
Land use policies that encourage density and smaller, multifamily homes result in
lower emissions and should be encouraged.
4. City land use policies should encourage higher density land use. Higher density
housing results in more walkable, rideable, or roll-able communities.
Fuel and Transportation
5. Subsidies for Ride Source transportation; it is currently financially inaccessible for a
community that already faces multiple economic challenges.
6. Provide bike, electric bikes and electric vehicles on loan station.
7. Multi-use, mixed-income residential and commercial zoning provides access to
affordable housing, ADA-compliant infrastructure, culturally diverse food supply,
access to public transportation.
8. Improve public transportation efficiency.
9. Public campaign on racism, homophobia, sexual violence, ableism in public
transportation and bus stations to foster a better social climate for all to use public
transportation.
10. Government subsidies and no-interest loans for electric bikes and electric vehicles,
especially for low-income people and people with disabilities.
11. Sufficient solar-powered lighting for bike paths.
12. Protect Ride Source and public transportation—needed by many for daily activities,
including life-sustaining one such as dialysis.

Adaptation for Climate Change and Natural Disasters
13. Cooling stations and charging stations for unhoused people and people who need
electricity to operate health care and disability-related equipment; as well as people
with conditions such as multiple sclerosis and nerve disorders.
14. City starts preparing itself for emergencies by considering how low-income
communities will not be able to pay for unexpected emergency services, such as
private fire fighters, if local fire stations are not prepared for increased summer fires.
15. Emergency stations well distributed where food, water and medical equipment will
be accessible.
16. Ensure that people who need power wheelchairs for mobility, refrigeration of
medicines, for hearing aids, for screen reading software have access to electricity if
the power grid is compromised.
17. Trauma-Informed Training for first responders in an emergency, as well as training
on supporting people on the autism spectrum and mental health diagnoses, such as
PTSD, chronic anxiety, chronic depression, panic attacks, etc.
18. Train first responders on how to address concerns of communities who have been
negatively targeted by police and other government agencies historically, such as
migrants, Black, Native, Pacific Islander, low income, undocumented, unhoused,
LGBTQ+ communities. First responders must have protocols to name and address
people’s fears with respect to the state in order to be effective in an emergency.
19. Train multilingual first responders.
20. Establish a citywide protocol to support organizations that deliver food to low
income communities in an emergency, such as snow storm. Make sure food supplies
are accessible to those who need it most.
21. In the event of an emergency, activate a network of community advocates to share
information within underserved communities.
22. Have information available in multiple languages, including Spanish, Mandarin, and
other pertinent languages and ensure information is accessible to those who use
ASL.

23. Create a confidential list that lets first responders know which households must be
contacted or visited during an emergency because inhabitants’ health and capacity
to receive information has been compromised due to failed power grid.
24. In the case of an evacuation, develop protocol to move and support all those who
are dependent on public transit, have limited mobility, and do not have driver
licenses.
25. Put in place fire and flooding drills in schools.
26. As heat and fires increase, provide access to asthma and other lung related
medicines for people with compromised lungs.
27. Provide incentives for Psychological First Aid trainings for first responders and other
public officials mindful of deploying them for natural disasters. Ask CAP
stakeholders, such as the universities, to provide trainings for their employees and
general public.
28. Support and foster accessible mental health services for underserved communities.
29. Edible forests in public areas with drought-resistant Native plants.
30. Ensure survival of Native food sources.
31. Rain and Stormwater gardens in public areas and stakeholders’ lands.
32. Engage Tribal Traditional Ecological Knowledge in decision-making about land and
water use.
33. Creation of a standing Climate Change Equity Advisory Committee that consults the
people they represent when policies on climate change come up in the City.
Remuneration provided for time commitment.
34. Host public hearings in multiple locations that increase access to information to
working peoples.
35. Create a database of networks and information for appropriate inclusive outreach.
36. Create climate change education for public schools on mitigation and adaptation.

37. Stakeholders offer incentives for employees to attend workshops on waste
management, composting, energy use, climate change, gardening, transportation,
carpooling.
38. EWEB subsidies for organizations providing garden education to underserved
communities as water needs increase due to droughts.
39. Award and monetary incentive for organizations working primordially with low
income communities, migrants, communities of color, and people with disabilities on
mitigation and adaptation to climate change.
40. City partnerships with those organizations on specific projects. For instance, making
city land accessible for migrant garden education.
41. City hire and train advocates and leaders in underserved communities who serve as
ambassadors that provide education on the city’s decision-making processes, how to
provide input to or make demands of city council, climate change and related
practices at the individual and collective levels.
42. City dedicates a staff person (with training and community-based experience and
connections) to build trust with members of vulnerable communities on issues of
climate change-not relying on small, under-staffed and underfunded organizations to
do outreach work for the city; and/or increase capacity of organizations to do the
outreach work through allocated funding.
43. Have information available in multiple languages, including Spanish, Mandarin,, and
other pertinent languages and ensure information is accessible to those who use
ASL .
44. Since neighborhood associations are often spaces where people of color and lowincome people do not feel welcomed, foster other avenues for community
involvement. For instance, provide capacity building to empower community
advocates from underserved communities to represent the needs of their
communities in political processes and lead community-based emergency response.
Activate schools as meeting sites in an emergency or a place to share information
with community members.

Perspectives on Key Policy Issues: Natural Gas, Electric Vehicles and
Reducing Consumption
Equity Panel Members provided feedback on each of the following policy questions.
These notes represent different voices in the conversation, not consensus from the
group.
Natural Gas: How would adding a fee for using natural gas or raising prices
impact you?

Price Increases:
•
•

Additional fees on natural gas would be passed on to renters who do not have
any control over their heating/cooking source.
If offsets are required, subsidies should be offered for income constrained
population or a sliding scale should be created based on income levels.

Business Impacts
•

Concerned that commercial accounts are not feasible to convert—it may lead to
increase in costs at restaurants.

Transitioning from Gas to Electricity
•

•
•
•
•

Consumers are price sensitive; they want cleaner sources of energy until the
price becomes too high.
Keeping gas stoves is not a priority; people are willing to switch to electricity.
Renters do not have control over efficiency or electricity source.
Education would be more beneficial than raising prices.
Converting to natural gas is expensive; financial assistance in the form of grants
or no interest loans would be necessary. Include incentives for rentals as well.

Policy Suggestions
•
•
•

Target policies to focus on the largest consumers of natural gas.
City should work towards policies that incentivize more efficient homes.
Require all new developments to be natural gas free and limit new natural gas
infrastructure.

Other Concerns
•

•

Hydro is “clean” but dams are destructive. Impact with dams is also felt in
communities of color, tribes, and rural communities. Be aware of trade-offs.
There is a danger of disasters from natural gas in communities.

Consumption:
What do you find the most challenging in curtailing your consumption?
Food
•

•

Many types of food are part of culture and tradition; it will be challenging to
reduce meat and dairy consumption in particular.
Lack of access to land is a challenge. By providing more community gardens
there would be less consumption of meat and dairy because people would be
able to grow their own food.

Other Topics
•
•
•

Health Care consumption is needed and it is difficult to reduce your demand.
Educational programs reminding people that while electronics and other devices
are necessary, you do not always need the latest “thing”.
More education regarding the greenhouse gas impact of online shopping vs
traditional in store shopping.

How does it make you feel when you are told to reduce consumption?
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Carbon emissions due to consumption is a corporate responsibility, not personal.
Corporations should take actions which will limit the need for individuals to take
action.
Low income people are already constrained in their consumption; upper income
people are the real problem.
People want to eat healthier and local, but the cost is prohibitive.
People feel frightened when they hear they need to reduce their consumption;
there are essentials for daily lives. People need education about the relationship
between consumption and emissions
People feel under resourced and cannot do more without support—doing all they
can to reduce consumption, they need help.
There are other critical issues so reducing consumption is not the highest
priority.
People feel hopeful because individuals can make a difference—there are
possibilities.

Electric Vehicles
What are the barriers to using or owning an electric vehicle (EV)?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More education regarding EVs is necessary, but the gas industry opposes and
has put out misinformation. Provide pros and cons, target young people, and use
local news.
People cannot afford EVs due to high costs
The perception is that travel is limited to in town—many communities of color
have a long distance to travel to get to work.
Charging stations at apartments are extremely limited. Charging takes a long
time and there are not enough chargers.
People believe electricity costs will go up and charging costs would be
prohibitive.
People without driver’s license cannot purchase the cars or get parking spaces.
EVs are realistically only an option for upper/middle class.
There is not enough charging infrastructure downtown.
No current EVs with wheel chair accessibility—there is a demand but no supply.
EVs may not meet the cultural needs of Latino community.
EVs are very quiet, they may be dangerous for bikes.

What are the opportunities around EVs?
•
•
•
•

Mass transit is good but not always easily accessible.
Rentals and Rideshares incentives and have EVs in those programs.
E-Bicycles need to be promoted more—pedal assist would solve a lot of access
problems.
Push car companies to develop/sell more electric cars.

Comments about Active Transportation
•
•
•
•

Biking is not accessible, some people do not bike, probably never will.
Develop separate biking and walking lanes away from cars.
City should develop infrastructure so that walking should be the first priority,
then biking, then rideshare.
Bus takes too long. Need better routes, expand EMX.
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Appendix 5

Triple Bottom Line Evaluation of
City of Eugene Actions

Eugene’s Triple Bottom Line Actions

Eugene City Council’s Vision is to:
Value all people, encouraging respect and appreciation for diversity, equity, justice, and social well-being. We recognize and appreciate our
differences and embrace our common humanity as the source of our strength; Be responsible stewards of our physical assets and natural
resources. We will sustain our clean air and water, beautiful parks and open spaces, livable and safe neighborhoods, and foster a vibrant
downtown, including a stable infrastructure; Encourage a strong, sustainable and vibrant economy, fully utilizing our educational and
cultural assets, so that every person has an opportunity to achieve financial security.
This is based to the concept of a triple bottom line—valuing equity, environment, and economy. The Mayor’s CAP2.0 workgroup understood that
not all actions the City of Eugene is taking will result in emissions reductions. This section looks at some of the key actions the City is taking and
evaluates them on six different criteria. The scoring of these actions can be found on the next page.
Co-benefit
Adverse/zero

Supports key ecosystem functions
(reduces effects of consumption of
natural resources)
Reduces other pollutants, waste, or
human footprint on the
environment (reduces
contaminants)
Provides jobs and businesses ample
economic opportunity and/or
economic resilience
Forecasts lifecycle financial benefit
of public resources

Environment

Advances health or safety

Economy

Advances social equity

None

Equity

GHG Reduction Potential

Zero/ Minimal

Good/present

Less than 10,000 MTC02
e

Great/abundance

10-30,000 MTCO2e

30-40,000 MTCO2e

Negatively impacts
vulnerable/marginalized
population

No potential

Small equity impact, or
impacts equally

Potential to significantly
address social equity

Negatively impacts
health or safety

No potential

Target-group benefit OR
makes community safer

Community benefit
AND/OR makes
community healthier

Negative net impact on
ecosystem functions

Net neutral impact

Conserves or protects
ecosystem function

Restores, or creates
ecosystem functions

Net increases of
pollutants, waste, or
human footprint

No reduction

Single location reduction

Systemic reduction

Net reduction of jobs,
opportunity, or
resilience

No impact

Provides opportunity OR
resilience. New jobs may
be temporary.

Net expense

No lifecycle benefit

Long rate of return or
low savings/revenue

Provides opportunity
AND resilience. New
jobs should be
"permanent".
Immediate or significant
savings/revenue

City of Eugene Triple Bottom Line Actions
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Transportation System Plan
Envision Eugene
Food Materials Management - Composting
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City Operational Reductions - Facilities
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City Operational Reductions - Fleet
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Roads - Materials Management
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Urban Forest - Tree Canopy Goal
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Urban Forest - World Track and Field Tree Planting
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City of Eugene Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan

NOT
MODELED
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City of Eugene implementing the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan

NOT
MODELED

x



x

x

t

x

City of Eugene environmental justice and land use
compatibility to avoid siting new heavy industrial
uses near residential lands

NOT
MODELED

t

t



x

t

x

Investigate need and plan for community
cooling centers and/or smoke refuge centers

NOT
MODELED

City of Eugene developing a water conservation
and drought management plan and implementing
Salmon Safe Certification recommendations

NOT
MODELED

Green Infrastructure in Parks and Open Space

NOT
MODELED

City of Eugene evaluating Capital Improvement
Projects on their potential GHG impacts

NOT
MODELED

Parks program: City of Eugene and Lane County
providing recreational activities throughout the area
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x

x

x
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x



adverse/negative impact
zero/emerging
good/present
great/abundance
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Eugene Community Greenhouse Gas
Inventory: Sector-Based Inventory for
2010 – 2017, Consumption-Based
Inventory for 2013

Eugene, Oregon
Community Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Sector-Based Inventory for 2010 – 2017
Consumption-Based Inventory for 2013

Report prepared by Good Company, January 2019
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INTRODUCTION
A greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory quantifies the GHG emissions associated with a specific
boundary – such as operational control within an organization or the geographic boundary of a
community – for a specific period of time. By conducting inventories at regular intervals,
community stakeholders can understand trends and manage emissions from specific sources
and activities. The results of Eugene’s GHG inventories are being used to support a 2019
update of the Eugene community’s Climate Action Plan (CAP2.0) and provides the foundation
for a GHG emissions tracking and management system related to the City’s Climate Recovery
Ordinance (No. 20567).
FINDINGS IN BRIEF
•

•

•

Fossil Fuel Use
o Eugene’s 2017 fossil fuel use totals 13.5 million British thermal units (MMBTU)1. The
largest fossil fuel sources used in the community include gasoline/diesel use (55%)
and natural gas (39%). Smaller sources include fossil fuels used to generate
electricity (4%) and other fuels, including propane and fuel oil (2%).
o Eugene’s total community fossil fuel use has decreased by 6% since 2010.
o On a per capita basis, emissions have declined by 13%, while total population has
increased by 7%.
Sector-based Greenhouse Gas Emissions (local emissions)
o Eugene’s 2017 sector-based GHG emissions total 1.01 million MT CO2e using
market-based electricity emissions.2. The largest sources of community emissions
include passenger and freight transportation (53%) followed by commercial energy
(22%) and residential energy use (10%). See page 9 for more details.
o Eugene’s sector-based GHG emissions have decreased by 4% since 2010 using
market-based electricity emissions.
o On a per capita basis, emissions have declined by 11%, while total population has
increased by 7%.
Consumption-based GHG Emissions (local emissions + imported emissions)
o Eugene’s consumption-based emissions estimate, which includes production
emissions for imported goods, foods and services consumed in Eugene, totals 2.75
million MT CO2e using market-based electricity accounting.3

A British thermal unit (BTU) is the amount of heat needed to raise one pound of water one-degree Fahrenheit.
Reporting in a common energy unit is required as fossil fuels come in various, incompatible volumetric units (gallons
for gasoline, or cubic feet for natural gas).
2
Eugene’s sector-based GHG emissions total 1.71 million MT CO2e. using location-based electricity accounting. The
largest sources include commercial energy use (37%) followed by passenger and freight transportation (31%) and
residential energy use (23%). See page 9 for more details about market- and location-based electricity accounting.
3
Eugene’s consumption-based emissions using location-based electricity accounting equal 3.45 million MT CO2e.
1
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PROGRESS TOWARDS FOSSIL FUEL CRO FOSSIL FUEL TARGET
Between 2010 and 2017, the Eugene community’s fossil fuel use has reduced by 6%. This
reduction from the 2010 baseline was achieved while population increased by 7% over the
same period. Per-capita fossil fuel use has reduced by 13% between 2010 and 2017.
Figure 1: Comparison of 2010 (target baseline) and 2017 fossil fuel use to 203 0 CRO target.
Sector-based Fossil Fuel Use
(MMBTU)

16,000,000
2030 Target

14,000,000
12,000,000

Electricity

10,000,000

Other Fuels

8,000,000

Steam

6,000,000
4,000,000

Natural Gas

2,000,000

Gasoline/Diesel

0
2010

2017

2030 CRO
Goal

PROGRESS TOWARDS CRO SECTOR-BASED GREENHOUSE GAS GOALS
Between 2010 and 2017, the Eugene community’s GHGs have been reduced by 3% using
market-based electricity accounting. This reduction from the 2010 baseline was achieved while
population increased by 7% over the same period. Per-capita GHGs have reduced by 10%
between 2010 and 2017.

Sector-based GHG Emissions
(MT CO2e)

Figure 2: Comparison of 2010 and 2017 GHGs to 2030 CRO GHG goal. 2030 Goal
1,200,000
Refrigerant Leakage
1,000,000

Waste

800,000

Electricity

600,000

Other Fuels
Steam

400,000

Natural Gas

200,000
0

Gasoline/Diesel
2010
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INVENTORY APPROACH
This inventory documents the community of Eugene, Oregon’s greenhouse gas emissions
(GHGs) for calendar year 2017, with historical data for 2010 through 2015. There was no
inventory conducted for 2016. Inventory results are presented using two types of inventory
methodologies: Sector-Based and Consumption-Based.
•

•

Figure 3: Nested relationship between
Sector-based emissions inventories (local
CRO goals and related inventory work.
emissions) include emissions from energy
use by homes, businesses, and vehicles as
well as emissions from landfilling solid waste
and wastewater treatment. GHG emissions
from fossil fuels are the largest component of
the community’s Sector-based GHG emissions
and have reduction targets in the CRO.
Consumption-based emissions inventories
include local, sector-based emissions and also
include emissions that are generated during
production and delivery of imported goods;
energy and food consumed within the Eugene
community; and exclude emissions from local
production that are exported.

These two inventory types together offer a more comprehensive view of the Eugene
community’s GHG emissions. The community has greater control over sector-based emissions
sources, as well as better data, which is why this accounting methodology is most often used to
set emissions reduction goals. Consumption-based emissions from the production of imported
goods, food, energy, and services are more difficult to measure and track, but when accounted
for, make up a significant portion of the community’s emissions. Figure 4 compares community
emissions using sector-based and consumption based GHG accounting methodologies.
Figure 4: Comparison of 2017 Sector-Based and 2013 Consumption-Based Emissions.
GHG Emissions (MT CO2 e)

3,500,000
3,000,000

2,770,000

2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000

1,010,000

500,000
0
Sector-Based (2017)
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SECTOR-BASED INVENTORY (LOCAL EMISSIONS)
Eugene’s sector-based emissions inventory
(SBEI) totaled ~1.0 million metric tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent (MT CO2e)4 for
calendar year 2017. These emissions are
summarized on Figure 5 and use marketbased electric emissions accounting. Figure
6 shows community sector-based emissions
as calculated using location-based electricity
accounting which total 1.7 million MT CO2e.
(See page 9 for discussion of electricityrelated emissions including location-based
and market-based accounting methods).

Figure 5: Eugene 2017 emissions by sector
(using market-based electricity accounting)

something about notice how residential
energy slice shrinks.

Figure 8 (on page 7) details Eugene’s
Sector-Based emissions for 2017 showing a
10% reduction compared to 2010. Eugene’s
per capita emissions declined by 16% as
population increased by 7%.
Emissions from the residential, commercial,
and industrial (RCI) sectors are dominated
by natural gas and electricity use.
Electricity use (kilowatt-hours consumed)
increased by 2.3% between 2010 and
2017, notably slower than population
growth. Electricity emissions, however,
decreased by 21% due to an increase in
the share of low-carbon intensity electricity
production on our regional electricity grid
to hydroelectric and wind generation.
During this period, total natural gas use
and the associated emissions increased by
13%. The residential sector led the
increase, which is attributed to population
growth and a colder winter in 2017.

Figure 6: Eugene 2017 emissions by sector
(using location-based electricity accounting)

Metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MT CO2e) is the international standard unit for measurement and
reporting of greenhouse gas emissions.

4
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Transportation emissions are primarily from the combustion of gasoline (E10) and diesel (B5)
fuels in local, on-road passenger and freight vehicles as well as off-road equipment.5 Use of
transportation fuels and the associated emissions decreased by 3% between 2010 and 2017.
But since 2013, the emissions have shown a rapid increase almost returning to 2010 levels, as
shown on Figure 7.

gasoline (E10) + diesel (B5) use (gallons)

Figure 7: Comparison of vehicle fuel use in Eugene between 2010 and 2017.

65,000,000

60,000,000

55,000,000
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2017

Solid waste emissions, as reported by Lane County for Short Mountain Landfill, decreased by
4% compared to 2010. Refrigerant emissions, calculated for Eugene based on Oregon per
capita values, increased by 20% between 2010 and 2017.

Oregon’s Renewable Fuel Standard requires that all motor gasoline (with limited exceptions) is E10 (10% ethanol
and 90% gasoline). Diesel fuel is required to be B5 (5% biodiesel and 95% diesel).

5
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Figure 8: Detailed summary of Eugene’s 2010–2015 and 2017 GHG sector-based emissions by sector and energy type. Note – This table includes emissions
using two accounting methods for electricity – Location-based and Market-based. These two methods are described in more detail in Figures 5, 6, and 10. The
Sector sub-totals (light green highlighted rows) include location-based emissions for electricity.

Total Emissions
(MT CO2e / year)
Residential
Electricity (Location-Based)
Electricity (Market-Based)
Natural Gas
District Steam
Other Fuels

Commercial & Industrial
Electricity (Location-Based)
Electricity (Market-Based)
Natural Gas
Other Fuels

Transportation
Gasoline (E10)
Diesel (B5)
Electric Vehicles

Waste
Landfilled Solid Waste
Wastewater Treatment Process

Process & Fugitive Emissions
Stationary Refrigerant Loss
Transportation Refrigerant Loss

Total Emissions (Location-Based)
Total Emissions (Market-Based)
Per Capita Emissions (Location-Based)
Per Capita Emissions (Market-Based)

Percent Change
2010 to 2017

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2017

468,256

471,635

372,627

389,072

467,885

446,035

386,659

-17%

367,777
28,736
70,801
15,143
14,535

381,102
14,888
76,473

285,767
12,245
74,771

297,476
20,591
78,758

380,867
12,869
73,234

370,022
11,609
65,655

291,271
9,861
85,079

14,060

12,089

12,838

13,784

10,358

10,309

-21%
-66%
20%
-100%
-29%

749,788

745,248

634,972

643,130

791,415

772,608

641,430

-14%

553,658
43,259
178,352
17,778

545,969
21,329
185,636
13,643

434,798
18,631
190,546
9,628

433,201
29,986
201,412
8,517

583,601
19,896
198,021
9,793

585,081
18,356
176,958
10,569

433,855
14,688
197,055
10,520

-22%
-66%
10%
-41%

548,606

531,317

510,887

498,191

508,032

509,499

532,685

-3%

354,773
193,833

341,045
190,272

326,015
184,872

319,368
178,823

324,898
183,134

not calculated

not calculated

not calculated

not calculated

not calculated

339,062
170,407
30

354,493
178,162
30

0%
-8%
n/a

83,408

79,007

87,893

82,009

85,617

94,563

80,626

-3%

80,024
3,384

75,824
3,183

84,252
3,641

77,980
4,029

82,180
3,437

90,860
3,703

76,972
3,654

-4%
8%

60,648

62,394

64,659

66,454

69,297

73,155

72,807

20%

24,968
35,680

25,682
36,712

26,622
38,037

27,363
39,091

28,522
40,775

30,125
43,030

29,982
42,825

20%
20%

1,910,706 1,889,601 1,671,038 1,678,856 1,922,246 1,895,860 1,714,207
1,061,266
998,748
981,349
998,756
990,543
970,693 1,013,600
12.2
12.0
10.6
10.5
12.0
11.6
10.2
6.8
6.4
6.2
6.3
6.2
5.9
6.0

-10%
-4%
-16%
-11%

Steam plant decommissioned in 2014

*Note: Refrigerant emissions are scaled per capita based on State of Oregon GHG reporting. The most recent Oregon data available, at the time of conducting Eugene’s
community inventory, was for calendar year 2012. This data is used as a proxy for 2013 forward.
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Figure 9: Detailed summary Eugene’s 2010–2015 and 2017 sector-based fossil fuel use by sector and energy type. Note – This table only includes Market-based
accounting. This approach was selected by the City as the preferred approach for accounting towards the CRO fossil fuel target, per guidance from Greenhouse
Gas Protocol - Scope 2 Guidance. The guidance states that market-based accounting is the preferred method for organizational goal-related tracking.
Total Emissions
(MMBTU / year)
Residential
Electricity (Location-Based)
Electricity (Market-Based)
Natural Gas
District Steam
Other Fuels

Commercial & Industrial
Electricity (Location-Based)
Electricity (Market-Based)

2010
2,357,920

2011
1,919,902

2012

2013

1,808,788

2,053,514

2014

2015

2017

Percent
Change 2010
to 2017

1,817,242

1,551,371

1,933,416

-18%
-66%

Market-based accounting used for CRO fossil fuel target

541,461

280,539

230,733

387,993

242,481

168,269

185,810

1,331,175

1,437,831

1,405,819

1,480,797

1,376,936

1,234,425

1,599,635

277,449

20%
-100%

Steam plant decommissioned in 2014

207,835

201,532

172,236

184,724

197,825

148,677

147,971

-29%

4,412,058

4,081,738

4,070,109

4,472,345

4,231,349

3,740,772

4,128,641

-6%

Market-based accounting used for CRO fossil fuel target

815,125

401,902

351,063

565,018

371,552

266,067

276,768

-66%

Natural Gas

3,353,328

3,490,286

3,582,606

3,786,892

3,723,150

3,327,114

3,704,983

10%

Other Fuels

243,605

189,550

136,441

120,436

136,646

147,591

146,890

-40%

Transportation

7,672,560

7,428,954

7,141,943

6,965,498

7,102,514

7,132,287

7,456,874

-3%

Gasoline (E10)

5,050,874

4,855,425

4,641,448

4,546,816

4,625,536

4,827,199

5,046,890

0%

Diesel (B5)
Electric Vehicles

2,621,687
0

2,573,529
0

2,500,495
0

2,418,682
0

2,476,977
0

2,304,844
244

2,409,740
244

-8%
Not applicable

13,020,841
82.2

13,491,356
84.5

13,151,104
81.8

12,424,187
76.0

13,518,930
80.6

-6%
-13%

Waste

Does not include fossil fuel use

Landfilled Solid Waste
Wastewater Treatment Process

Process & Fugitive Emissions

Does not include fossil fuel use

Stationary Refrigerant Loss
Transportation Refrigerant Loss

Total Fossil Fuel Use (Market-Based)
Per Capita Fossil Fuel Use (Market-Based)

14,442,538
92.4

13,430,594
85.5

*Note: Fossil fuels use for market-based electricity are calculated using a natural gas electricity generation benchmark. In other words, fossil fuels use from EWEB’s electricity is
assumed to be 100% from electricity generated by natural gas. Fossil fuel use for EWEB electricity is calculated using EWEB-specific fossil fuel emissions factors as provided by
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (kg CO2e / MWh); heat rates for natural gas generated electricity (BTU / kWh) from the U.S. Energy Information Administration
(https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/html/epa_08_01.html); and natural gas emissions factor (kg CO2 / MMBTU) from the U.S. Energy Information Administration
(https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/html/epa_a_03.html).
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Figure 8 accounts for electricity emissions using two methods – Location-Based and MarketBased6 - based on Greenhouse Gas Protocol’s Scope 2 Guidance. The Global Community GHG
Protocol requires users to report using the location-based method, which uses an average
emissions factor for the Northwest’s regional electricity grid to calculate emissions (i.e.
Northwest Power Pool). The Guidance suggests conducting a sensitivity analysis using the
market-based method. This accounting method uses EWEB’s utility-specific carbon intensity7,
based on its owned and contracted generation resources, to calculate emissions. Eugene’s
market-based emissions are about 29 times less carbon intensive than the regional average, or
about 3% of the Northwest Regional Power Pool. This is because EWEB, as a public utility,
predominantly contracts with Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) whose generation supply
is largely from low-carbon, hydroelectric and nuclear resources, and EWEB’s owned, lowcarbon resources which include hydro and wind.
Figure 10 presents Eugene’s energy-related emissions, by energy type, including both the
location-based and market-based electricity-accounting methodologies. Figure 10 highlights
the significance of the electric accounting methodology used when presenting results. Scope 2
protocol guidance describes the Location-based method as a representation of the average
GHG impacts associated with electricity use within a defined geographic territory and time
period. Alternatively, the Market-based method represents electricity that has been
purposefully chosen via the GHG impacts associated with EWEB’s supply contracts that serve
the community. Both methods are useful for different purposes; together, they provide a fuller
documentation and assessment of risks, opportunities, and changes to emissions from
electricity supply over time. See Greenhouse Gas Protocol’s Scope 2 Guidance for details.
Figure 10: Comparison of community emissions, by fuel type, using location- and marketbased electricity accounting methodologies.

For details about these two accounting methodologies see Greenhouse Gas Protocol’s Scope 2 Guidance.
Utility-specific factors are provided by Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) based on EWEB
regulatory reporting.

6
7
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CONSUMPTION-BASED INVENTORY (LOCAL AND IMPORTED EMISSIONS)
In 2013, the City of Eugene, working with the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
completed a consumption-based inventory (CBEI), that estimated an emissions total of 2.77
million MT CO2e (3.45 million MT CO2e using location-based accounting).8 Many of the same
sources found to be significant in the sector-based inventory are also significant in the
consumption-based inventory, such as building and vehicle energy use. Many of these
emissions are shown in Figure 11 in the Product Use column. Figure 11 also shows the
significance of emissions generated outside of Eugene during production of goods, food,
energy and services in the Production column. As in the sector-based inventory, waste disposal
represents a relatively small fraction of the community’s emissions. Note that the subtotal
emissions by category in Figure 11 are not available using market-based accounting.
Figure 11: Summary of the Eugene’s community’s 2013 consumption-based emissions.
Category
Food and beverages
Vehicles and parts
Appliances
Services
Construction
Healthcare
Freight and Tranport Services
Other manufactured goods
Furnishings and supplies
Electronics
Retailers
Lighting and fixtures
Clothing
Other
Water and wastewater
Total Emissions
Per-Capita Emissions
Percent of Total

Production,
Transportation,
and Retail
547,984
96,107
18,349
401,993
322,772
250,006
238,985
173,102
116,615
69,330
134,807
6,776
55,097
54,574
12,948
2,499,445
15.7
73%

Product
Use
392,547
423,810
48,898
69,940
935,195
5.9
27%

Disposal
6,304
84
5
568
2,728
92
5
53
2,747
44
94
8
6
12,736
0.1
0.4%

Total
Emissions
554,288
488,738
442,163
402,561
325,500
250,098
238,990
173,155
119,362
118,271
134,807
76,716
55,191
54,581
12,954
3,447,376
21.7
100%

Per-Capita
Emissions
3.5
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.0
1.6
1.5
1.1
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.1
21.7

Percent
of Total
16%
14%
13%
12%
9%
7%
7%
5%
3%
3%
4%
2%
2%
2%
0%
100%

Production of food and beverages, vehicles, construction materials, air travel services,
furnishings, electronics, and clothing are all significant consumption categories for the
community. Figure 12 (on the next page) summarizes select categories in graphic form to show
the scale of emissions by lifecycle stage for select consumption categories. Figure 12 also
highlights the need to develop and implement GHG mitigation strategies differently
depending on the category of consumption. For example, selecting food types, based on the
carbon intensity of production, would be an effective strategy to reduce this large source of
community emissions. Whereas for vehicles, the majority of emissions are generated during
use, so climate action strategies should focus on selecting vehicles for efficiency and that utilize
low-carbon fuels or electricity.
8

The City plans to work with ODEQ in 2019 to update the CBEI using 2017 data.
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Figure 12: Lifecycle emissions, split by lifecycle stage, for select consumption categories.
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INVENTORY METHODOLGY
The Eugene sector-based inventory follows Greenhouse Gas Protocol’s Global Protocol for
Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories. ICLEI’S web-based ClearPath
Community-Scale Emissions Management Software was used to calculate all greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions for the Eugene’s Community Inventories for 2010–2015 and 2017. Data and
calculation files are cataloged in a corresponding audit trail organized by inventory year.
Changes in previous year’s results in this report compared to prior reports is the result of
updates to emissions factors and improvements to accounting methodology.
The Eugene consumption-based inventory incorporates Eugene’s sector-based emissions into
a consumption-based emissions inventory model that was developed by Stockholm
Environment Institute for Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) to support
completion of the State of Oregon’s 2005 Consumption-Based Inventory. ODEQ staff used the
2010 version of the Oregon model to estimate the Eugene community’s 2013 consumptionbased emissions. The City plans to work with ODEQ in 2019 to update the Eugene’s CBEI
using 2017 data.
All community GHG emissions presented in this report are represented in metric tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent (MT CO2e). Quantities of individual GHGs are accounted for in the
ICLEI’s ClearPath carbon calculator and include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous
oxide (N2O), CFCs, PFCs, and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) per the Kyoto Protocol. All GHG
calculations use the global warming potentials (GWP) as defined in the International Panel on
Climate Change’s 5th Assessment Report (IPCC AR5).
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Climate Action Plan 2.0

Appendix 7

Eugene Community Climate Action Plan
2.0 Gap Strategies

Recommendations for Additional Eugene Climate Actions
to Meet Eugene’s Climate Recovery Ordinance Targets and Goals
Opportunities to Close the Fossil Fuel and Sector
based Gap
Existing Fossil Fuel Gap
The CRO’s fossil fuel target is a 50% reduction in community fossil
fuel use in 2030 compared to a 2010 baseline or an average annual
reduction of 2.5% per year between 2010 and 2030. Eugene’s
community 2010 fossil fuel use was equal to about 14.4 MMBTU. To
meet the CRO’s fossil fuel target (50% reduction by 2030 compared to
2010), Eugene’s annual community fossil fuel consumption will need
to be equal to or less than 7.2 MMBTU in 2030. Eugene’s 2030
forecast, which adjusts for community population increases and
CAP2.0 large‐lever shareholder (LLS) reductions, is projected to be
11.6 MMBTU, which leaves a gap of about 4.5 MMBTU that will need
to be addressed with additional actions to reach the CRO targets.

Existing Sector‐based Gap
The CRO’s greenhouse gas goal (GHG Goal) is an average annual emissions reduction of 7.6% to 2100 beginning
in 2016. Eugene’s 2017 Community Sector‐based GHGs are equal to about 1,000,000 MT CO2e. Based on rate
specified in by the CRO GHG Goal, Eugene’s Sector‐based emissions will need to be equal to or less than 360,000
MT CO2e in 2030. Eugene’s 2030 forecast with CAP 2.0 reductions is projected to be 830,000 MT CO2e, which
leaves a gap of about 450,000 MT CO2e that will need to be addressed with additional actions to reach the CRO
targets.
Figure 1: Local GHG Gap (Sector‐based) compared to additional actions / scenarios.

Note: This document is a summary from a more extensive report from Good Company, but summarized by City
of Eugene staff for purposes of discussion with City Council.

Eugene CAP 2.0 – CRO Reduction Forecast Gaps Analysis

Recommended Additional Actions to Close the Fossil Fuel and GHG Gaps.
Sector‐based Actions (fossil fuel only):
 Natural Gas in buildings actions (from Regulation of Natural Gas work session)
o Action 1: Limit or prohibit new natural gas infrastructure.
o Action 2: Require NWNG to incentivize customers’ reduced use of natural gas or customers’ purchase
of emission offsets provided by NWNG’s Smart Energy Program.
o Action 3: Regulate the purchase and installation of natural gas fueled appliances.
o Action 4: Prohibit financial incentives for installing natural gas service.
o Action 5: Prohibit financial incentives for purchasing natural gas appliances.
o Action 6: Prohibit installation of natural gas service for new residential, commercial and/or industrial
buildings.
o Action 7: Require NWNG to fuel switch to biogas and renewable hydrogen.
o Action 8: Increase franchise fee and dedicate franchise fee funds to implementing a program that
provides incentives to switch from natural gas to renewable.
o Action 9: Reduce the term of the franchise from 20 years to 10 years.
o Action 10: Create a hybrid franchise fee structure: 1) fixed portion; and 2) variable fee based on
carbon footprint of the natural gas delivered to the community.
o Action 11: Prohibit the expansion of natural gas services unless NWNG can demonstrate plan to
decarbonize its product.
 Additional Building Actions (from Council Home Energy Score work session)
o Action 12: Implement a Home Energy score program.
 Transportation‐Gasoline/Diesel Actions
o Action 13: City adopts more aggressive rate of implementation of the Eugene Transportation
System Plan goals, policies, and projects. Two scenarios have been modeled by LCOG and used for
this analysis. Of note, as Council considers additional actions to fill CRO gaps, it is important to
highlight the assumption that Eugene’s TSP would have to be fully implemented by 2035 to reach CRO
targets and goals.
Existing, Obama era fuel economy standards are included in TSP modeling. Considering the current
approach on these standards by the Federal government we assume that what is already included
the modeling is “aggressive”.
o Action 14: Electrify the community’s on‐road passenger vehicles and light trucks as rapidly as
possible, potentially via the following approaches.
 City of Eugene works with partners (EWEB, ODOE, ODEQ, UO) to promote and enhance
local financial incentives, and bulk EV purchases in a way that aligns community passenger
vehicle EV adoption rates with CRO targets.
 A new vehicle registration fee or fuel distribution fee for City of Eugene on fossil fuel vehicles
(gasoline and diesel) or fuels. Fee revenue could be used to provide additional local EV
incentives.
 Prohibit the sale of fossil fuel powered passenger vehicles in Eugene after 2030.
 Other Policy and non‐fossil fuel actions
o Action 15: Reduce refrigerant loss through possible approaches such as: new service fee for
refrigerant re‐charge of systems due to leakage. Fee is based on global warming potential of the
refrigerant lost. New fee or tax on new refrigeration equipment that contains high impact
refrigerants. Credit programs for recycling/decommissioning of older refrigeration equipment.
o Action 16: Capture methane from organics before disposal and/or additional effort to increase the
efficiency and quantity of landfill or wastewater biogas collection.
o Action 17: Oregon Cap‐and‐Trade program is implemented.
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Cost Information Summary:
 Action 1,4,6, and 11
o Source: https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/c&e/pdf/ce4.20.pdf
 See the values provided in the “Main Heating Fuel” section of the Table CE4.20
o Utility infrastructure costs are unknown
o Residential Equipment costs – Assumed to be comparable for gas and electric
o Residential Average Annual Household Energy Costs
 Natural gas (main heating fuel)
 Space heating: $457 / year
 Water heating: $614 / year
 Total Household Energy Expenditures: $1,626 / year
 Electricity (main heating fuel)
 Space heating: $386 / year
 Water heating: $545 / year
 Total Household Energy Expenditures: $1,505 / year
 Conclusion: Based on U.S. Energy Information Administration’s 2015 residential energy
consumption survey, households in the Western region of the U.S. that use electricity as
their main heating fuel have lower annual energy costs than households served by
natural gas.
 Action 2
o Assuming credits at $15 per tonne. Current CA market price
(https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auction/results_summary.pdf)
o 2017 residential GHGs = 85,079 MT CO2e
 Cost to offset 100% GHGs = $1,275,000 (@$15 / tonne)
 # of residential customers = 25,944
 Average cost per residential customer = $50 / year
o 2017 Commercial GHGs = 90,538 MT CO2e
 Cost to offset 100% GHGs = $1,358,000 (@$15 / tonne)
 # of commercial customers = 3,759
 Average cost per commercial customer = $360 / year
o 2017 Industrial GHGs = 106,516 MT CO2e
 Cost to offset 100% GHGs = $1,597,000 (@$15 / tonne)
 Industrial customers = 78
 Average cost per industrial customer = $20,500 / year
o Cost to the City is assumed to be minimal. Data collection and reporting for this action can be
included with community GHG reporting.
 Action 3 and 5
o Since the fees described in Action 3 and 5 are based on offsetting emissions. Costs for this type of
program will be similar to those described for Action 2.
 Action 7 and 10
o Costs to procure large substitutions of biomethane or renewable hydrogen for conventional
natural gas are unknown at the scales being considered in these actions.
 Action 12
o Additional City costs. Based on the experience of Portland Oregon, 1 FTE can be expected for the
initial 1.5 years for community implementation. After that it is assumed that 0.5 FTE is required
for program reporting and maintenance.
o Costs and savings between home sellers and home buyers are difficult to assess. The building
sellers will bear the cost of home energy upgrades to improve the buildings “score”. The cost of
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these improvements will presumably be recovered by the seller during the sales process as home
buyers value the energy score favorably when comparing properties. After the sale the home
buyer will benefit from reduced operational energy costs. The net of these financial transactions
is difficult to quantify given currently available data.
Action 13
o Additional cost information for infrastructure and City staff time is unavailable for Eugene TSP
“What if” scenarios.
Action 14
o Costs for passenger vehicles were assessed thoroughly during the development of City of
Eugene’s Fleet Internal Climate Action plan. Downloaded 1/19 at https://www.eugene‐
or.gov/DocumentCenter/View/38211. The analysis compared new vehicle purchase prices, fuel
use, and vehicle maintenance for plug in electric vehicles (EV) versus an internal combustion
engine vehicle that gets 35 miles per gallon.
o With Federal and State tax credits it was found that an EV could save about $9,000 over the
life of the vehicle from reduced fuel and maintenance costs.
Action 15
o For comparison, current CA market prices are $15 per tonne
(https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auction/results_summary.pdf)
o At $15 / metric tonne the emissions reductions in 2030 as a result of Cap‐and‐invest (about
80,000 MT CO2e) have a market value of about $1.2 million, or about $18 per Eugene
household annually.
Action 16
o Costs for the Oregon Cap‐and‐Invest program are dependent on have GHGs are valued within
the program’s systems in order to achieve program goals.
o For comparison, current CA market prices are $15 per tonne
(https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auction/results_summary.pdf)
o At $15 / metric tonne the emissions reductions in 2030 as a result of Cap‐and‐invest (about
430,000 MT CO2e) have a market value of about $6.5 million, or about $100 per Eugene
household annually.
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Figure 2: Sector‐based GHG and Fossil Fuel Use Gap compared to additional actions / scenarios.
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Opportunities to Close the Consumption‐based Gap
Existing Gap
The CRO’s greenhouse gas goal (GHG Goal) is an average annual emissions reduction of 7.6% to 2100 beginning
in 2016. Eugene’s 2013 Community Consumption‐based GHGs are equal to about 2,750,000 MT CO2e (using
market‐based electricity accounting). Based on the CRO GHG Goal Target, Eugene’s annual community fossil
fuel consumption will need to be equal to or less than 720,000 MT CO2e in 2030. Eugene’s 2030 forecast with CAP
2.0 reductions are projected to be similar to 2013 emissions, which leaves a gap of about 2,000,000 MT CO2e that
will need to be addressed with additional actions to reach the CRO targets.

Recommended Additional Actions to Close the Gap
Achieving CRO goals as applied to 100% of Eugene’s consumption‐based (CB) emissions inventory is the most
challenging of any of the CRO targets and goals. This is because roughly 66% of Eugene’s consumption‐based
emissions occur outside of Eugene’s geographic boundaries (and direct control) during production of imported
goods and food consumed in Eugene.
Reducing consumption‐based emissions requires a combination of public‐led actions, individual household
decision‐making, and domestic and international climate policy. Public agencies can establish infrastructure to
support the reduction of CB emissions, but ultimately large‐scale reduction of these emissions will require a
combination of household‐level decision making and large‐scale transformation of the global energy system
towards sources of renewable energy.
Consumption‐based Actions:










City to support development of a state‐level program to reduce the carbon intensity of products
imported into Oregon.
Action 18: Community reduces the average square footage of single‐family detached homes developed
between 2019 – 2030. Smaller home size reduces emissions from a number of sources including:
production of building materials (used to build and maintain the house), other consumer goods (used to
fill the house), as well as reducing the homes energy use.
City and local partners expand existing programming to extend building material lifespans.
Action 19: Eugene optimizes the solid waste system to minimize GHGs
Action 20: Community shifts dietary choices from high‐impact to low‐impact food types
Action 21: Community reduces all possible edible food waste
Action 22: City and community to reduce the carbon intensity of concrete products.
Action 23: City to advocate for aggressive state, federal, and international climate policy that will
increase the use of renewable energy in locations that produce the goods and food consumed in Eugene.
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Figure 3: Consumption‐based GHG gap compared to the reduction potential for additional action
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